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Tuition···to rise
by 9.5.·percent ·

Financial aid
to go.: up too,
by 1O percent

Development, .Ac;demic·Affairs afid
Financial Affairs and $274,2-00 for ·
Xavier tuition and fees will rise 9. 5 non-recurring ·maintenance and
percent for the 1984-85 school year, repair of buildings and grounds.
XU President Rev. Charles Currie,·
Student Government President
Lou 'Velasco, one of three student
S.J., announced Monday.
·
Tuition and fees will increase $225 · representatives on the university's
per semester, from the present $2315 · Budget Review Board, agreed that
.to $2540. Room and,.board will show the increase is necessary. "There was
a similar increase, from $1235 to no doubt during the Board's
$1345 per. semester, a $110 dif- deliberations that an increase was
ference. The parking fee will also go justified. The. qu.estion was, how
up, from $30 to $35, according to the much of an increase was justified?
Xavier 1984-85 proposed budget.
We (Velasco, Jim Mock and Julie
The term "General Fee" has been Jones) lobbied to keep it as low as
eliminated from student. bills. The possible." · ..
full $2540 will be listed simply as
Velasco believes that students wiU
"Tuition." · '
see their money put to g~od use,
Fr. Currie defended the increase especially in renovation and upkeep
Monday, stating that the additional of the residence halls.
. money is necessary if Xavier is to
Fr. Currie pointed out that Xavier
make up for neglect of certain budget tuition and fees, adjusted for inflaitems in recent years, "In the past," · · tion as measured by d:ie higher
he said, "the budget has been education price index, will by next
balanced at ·the expense of salaries, ·year have .increased by only $578 in
mainteQance and studerit services." · realterms since 197~-79: "We're do-.
He said. that higher tuition coupled .ing an awful . lot more than six or
with lower inflation "gives us the op- seven years ago but only charging
portunity to respond to those about·$600 more." · .
needs."
. H~ said that the $31,829,433
Next year's budget allows for a . budget approved by the Bo.ard of
maximum eight percent increase in Trustees is a ''bare bones budget'',
salary for university faculty and staff, . $3~4 million. slimmer than it was
the exact numbers to be worked out when i~ came before the Budget
by the university's_ c9mpensation ·Review Committee. One million
committee. It also provides funds for 'dollars of these cuts came in the area
new positions in Student Affairs, of mainte~ance and repair.
BY JERRY'ELLIG

Next year's 9.5 percent tuition and
fee increase is accompanied by a ten
percent increase in Xavier's scholarship budget. Financial Aid· Director
James Kelly estimates that· funds
available for· the following grams' and
scholarships will increse to the indicated amounts: :

Editor-in-chief

•Xavier University grants, made on
the": basis of need: increase from
$346,000 to $380,000.
•Xavier scholarships, ~warded on the
basis of merit, 'need or ho.th: inc re as e from $951,000 to
$1,045,000. This amoui1t includes
St. Francis Xavier, Trustees,
Presid.ential, Honors and Upperclassmen scholarships. · ·
•Leadership grants, one-time awards
to selected incoming freshmen: increase from $18,000 to $20,000.
•Edgecliff alumni: . increase funds
raised for scholarships for students
in Edgecliff College majors from
$40,000 to $4:\,0()0.

• 15.32%-lnstitutional sup·
port, e.g., administrative
costs, dues, insurance ·
• .56%-lnterest
• 35.74%-lnstruction,
public service, academics

• 15.26 94- -Ai.Jxiliary enter·
prises,· e.g., res.idence
halls, bookstore, athletics

• 8.13%-Student services
Source: University 1984-1985 proposed budget

In additi~n, the follow~ng changes
in governmem-sporifored financial
aid will provide increased· aid to some
Xavier students'. · ·
· · . .·
• Ohio student·choice grants: A $500
grant available to every new fulltime student who ·is a resident ·of
Ohio and attending a private college in the state after July 1, 1984.
• The interest rate on Guaranteed
Student Loans is now eight percent
for any student who does not have a
previous outstanding GSL.
• Ohio Instructional Grants are now
available to students from families
with incomes under $25,000 instead of $20,000.
·• Pell Grant maximum has been increased to $1900 (formerly $1800).
Six hundred tWenty-five students
presently receive some type of
scholarship from Xavier, Kelly said.
Another 700 receive grants from the
university. A total of 2000
undergraduates receive some type of
financial assistance for a total of $8.3
million in aid.

Budget cuts to affect police, fire service t6 XU
'

'

'

l

BY MARGARET SHEA
News Reporter

Police and fire service may soon be
by Cincinnati City Council's
recent decision to cut spending in the
city's police and fire divisions.
affec~ed

Evanston station said that the
. response time to area fires· is one
minute or les5 with the Evanston sta·
tion open. When the station closes,'
however, Kdly predicts that response
· time will be bet:Ween three and five
minutes. Kelly feels that this time
. difference is "not significant". and
added that many other areas of the
. city have an even longer response
time:

Cuts in the fire Clivision include
the closing of the Evanston fire station on January 29. This is the closest
fire station serving XU. Engine company 9 on Reading Road, the next ·
_ closest station, is more than twice the
Kelly is concerned, however, about
distance from XU.
what will happen if manpower conCaptain Dallas Kelly of the
tinues to decline due to retirement

without recruitment. A very possible
result, according to Kelly, will be
three-inan fire·companies, a "significant probfom.''
·
Budget cuts in the police division
may result. in 42 -officers laid off and
another 27 demoted. The layoffs
have been postponed as a result of city police officers voluntarily giving
up $388 of a $560 yearly service requirement allowance. This allowance
pays for incidental expenses of the
job.
In May of this year, an earnings tax

increase will go before the city's
voters. Unless the tax increase passes,
the city will go ahead with the police
layoffs.
Xavier is in police District 4, the
largest district in the· city, which is
based at 4150 Reading Road. According to Captain Heydon Thompson
of District 4, 11 officers from his
district will be laid off if the taX increase does not pass.
"There is no way you can lose 11
people and still keep the same service. We would really be hun,"
Thompson said.

Thompson thinks that the vote for
the tax· increase could go either way .
''For the benefit of the community I
hope that the tax increase will pass,"
he added.
·
According to Chief Dan Wood of
Xavier's police, the Cincinnati police
force backs up Xavier police when
' there is a serious problem and helps,
with investigative work.
"I don't believe that the city can
afford to cut, especially when they
are unde't'manned in each area now,' '
Wood stated. "This will definitely
hurt the city.'' ·
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Thursday, January 26

Saturday, January 28

Tuesday, Ja.nuary 31

PRE-GAME PARTY

OUIDOORCLUB

PASTORAL LETTER DISCUSSION

Call Mark at 793-9268 before Friday, January 27 if you are
i.nterested in the ski trip to Mad River Mountain.

. The first in a series of weekly discussions on the pastoral letter Challenge for Peace will take place in the Terrace Room
from 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m .. Featured speakers, Dr. Arthur
Dewey and Mr. Paul Lindsay, will discuss the first section of
the pastoral letter concerning "Scripture and the Just War
Tradition''. · :

.

There will be a party in the Grill before the Xavier-UC
game. Buses are free and will leave the University Center 5:00
p.m.-6:45 p.m.

CALENDAR CLIPS
Theta Phi Alpha at 6:30 p.m. in the Fordham Room.
Interview Skills workshop will be in the Regis Room at 1: 30
p.m.

Friday,· January 27

CONCERT
• Xavier's Student Activities Council and the sophomore
class sponsor the Caruso Brothers along with Cinciµnati's own
Warsaw Falcons. The bands will perform in the XU Armory
'from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
·

Sunday, January 29

will

Pax Christi
meet' at 3:30 p.m. at the Dorothy Day
House. Rev. Ben Urmston, S.J., will speak on "A Way of Being a Peacemaker"~
,
Amnesty International will meet at 1:00 p.m. at the
Dorothy Day House.
The Xavier Central American Task Force will.meet at 2:00
p.m. at the Dorothy Day House.

, The first meeting of Christians Celebrating Life will be 7:00
p.m.-9:00 p.m. in the Hearth 'Room.
'-

Monday, January 30
WORLD FEDERALISTS

'

'

Wednesday,_February 1
CALENDAR CLIPS

. CALENDAR'CLIPS

CALENDAR CLIPS

'

The. Cincinnati World Federalists Asso~iation meeting will
be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Dorothy Day House.

..

·

Freshman class meeting, 2:00 p.. m'.; Regi~ Room .
Earthbread, y;ill ,m!!~t, at A:09 ,P·ID·- ii) the Dorothy Day,
"; ' · • • ' ' · · : : • , ! ' ' , . · ·
House.
Alpha
N~. member~ ~ill ~me~t at i:30 p.m. in·the
OKI Room. If you have any questions, call Amy Schweikert at
631-6690.

sigma

.Thursday; February 2
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

.

The Accounting Society meeting will be at 2:15 p.m. in the
.Terrace Room. Current seniors will speak and give tips on
"Interviewing with the Big .8".
,

Editors Sought .
Applications are now being accepted•
for the·following positions for 1994:.as:·
*Editor~in-chief, Xavier News
*Business Manager, Xavier News
*Editor, Musketeer yearbook
*Editor, Athenaeum, Xavier's literary. magazine

The Warsaw Falcons appear In concert\saturday, January 28 from 9:00\p.m.·1:00 a.m. In the XU Armory. Also
featured are the Carusos.
· ··
..
·

Applications · for· Editor-in-chief· and
Business Manager of the Xavier News are
due in by Friday, February 10. lnten'tiews
for 'the two positions will be held the week
of February 20. Deadlines and interviews
for the other two positions with be
announced later.
·· .Fµrth,er information on applying for any
-of the four positions is available at the In·
formation Desk.
·

· THE ARMY ROTC 2-YEAR .
PROGRAM. UP TO $1.000 A YEAR

. PWS A·COMMISSION.

If you pnssed up Arm\'
ROTC during your first two
ycnrsof college, you can
enroll in our 2-ycnr pro·
~rram ticforc y(1u start your

last two.

Your training will srnrt
the summer nftcr your
sophomore year at a six~wcck
Army ROTC Bnsic Camp.
. It'll pay off, too, You'll ,
cnm over $400 for attending Basic Camp and up to
$1,000 a year for your last
two yems of col,legc.
But, more 1mportrmt,

. ""'

you'll be on your wny to earning a commission in today's
. ..., Army-which includes the
Army Reserve and Army
Nntionnl Guard-while you 're
,
.;, enrning n college degree,

.,. ;
,. ,~ , . . ""'~~
.,. . """~ . ,.,.,
ARMY ROTC.
, ,.,. ~,'.. ~,, , BEALLYOUCAN BE.

Contact:
Captain Andy Wynarsky
at St. Barbara Hall
745-3646.

Once you've finished with term
papers and mid,terms. head for
SPRING BREAK at the Daytona
Beach Resort Area.
,
Join 200.000 sun-worshipping
students on our wide.- smooth,
sandy beach, Enjoy· the fun on·The: , : · ,
World's Most Famous Beach along
with concerts. parties, loads of
freebies. sailing, surfing. fishing and
more; Eastern, Delta, Piedmont and
PBA Airlines can ·get you here fast.
Or you fan make the drive 'on
Interstate 95. For more fnformation,
call your travel agent for free
reservation service or write to us at
the Dayto,na Beach Resort Area.

T tt E · W 0 R L D'S ··11.0 . S T· f ft /1 0 US ·~ E ft.( tt
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··Upcoming Xavier-sponsored
·Pretenders concert canceled
BY JIM ABT
News Reporter

The Pretenders concen scheduled
at the Cincinnati Gardens for the first
pan of February has been canceled ..
Bill Lucci, director bf student activities, said the·concen was canceled.
because the band's tour had been
moved back several times and the
earliest tir~e ~he group could make it
to the Cincinnati area was May, after
the. end of spring semester.

was

As this concen
originally planned, XU put up $25,000 for approximately 1,000 pfeferential seats for
Xavier students.
The Cincinnati Gardens was
· responsible for ticket sales. After the
concert, they were to ret'urn Xavier's
$25,000. The Gardens would also absorb any losses or profits.
The possibility of rescheduling
seems unlikely. Xavier's Student At-

tivities Council is looking into other
possible concen events similar to the
one involving the P~etenders.
.·Lucci suggested that a ''Xavier
night" at Bogan's in. Clifton is a
. possibility.
The acceptability of the "Bogart's·
Night," and all other ideas, he; said,
''depends upon the financial
agreements that can be worked ·out
between XU and the othe
promoters." ·

-

.

Career Planning and Placement
director ~iscusses expa~_ sion
BY ELLEN GEISS
_News Reporter.

. Stephanie Bates, directcir'of Career
Planning a~d Placement, :expressed
optimism about the department's
plans for expansion.

The· statue of St, Francis.,Xavier (below),; which fo~merly overlooked
Victory Parkway, was .recently found toppled from its pedtistal
(above). The head of the statue-was.broken off, and the upper torso
was badly damaged. At.this time, the university has not decided·
whettier to replace the statue:
,
,. ·

much.
Communication witb the entire
student population is the key to sue-.
cess, she said. "We want to focus on
all sti:idents at all levels," Bates said.

Some other long-range goals inBates has been acting director since elude increasing the number of onJune and was officially appointed campus "recruiters and possibly ad- ··
permanent director in December. ding a Career Development course to
She said the intervening months gave the curriculum·.
CP&P ·is working with employers
her and the entire office time fo
asses~ problems in the present proto set up job interviews with .
cedu.res and discuss plans for future. students. Also offered are career
modifications.
..
. counseling ari.d a job placement ser- .
. One particular project this year i~ vice for XU alumni. This service is
.. the . _Student . Employll.lent Program 1'tO assist those who are going through
•: under the.direction of.Jim Fisher, la;~career change cir seeking higher
... 1'his; pfogi:i.W. assists stuCleifrs "in firi"~ -. education. ,' .· ,
.
.
. ..
ding pan-'time jobs;~.>whether for · '
financial rea.Sons·or for experience i~ .· i
'\Everyone ha5. individual caree.r
a possible career chqice; ·
needs,''. Bates said, which ~xplairis
. . . . -·
.
~.
' why, so many serviq:s are offered liy
:Bates also hopes to reach out more ·! CP&P. Many students .are un'ceii:ain 1.
to . graduate students and pa:rMime ~·:'_about their majors and. also al:)out~he'
students, .who ate not on campus as /post-graduation job situationi·:Sopi~
'/ .

.

· Stephanie Bates

are thinking about graduate schools_
but are unsure of.where to go:
.. CP&P offers bhe~bne~on;:·~bi.i'nsel
ing as well as the help of 'the OCIS
computer, to aid students in their
decisions. The computer narrows a
long list of fhoices into a few gocid
·ones. CP&P a'so holds workshops for
job interviev. skills for seniors and
helps ju~ior. find career internships.·

-

Christians Celebratingl"''Lif-e to aid
·people seeking better relatiQnships
BY LINDA ZELLER
News Repo_rter

Christians Celebrating Lifi: (CCL),
an organization starting on. Xavier
University's campus this semester,
wants to help students build better
relationships.

Rev. Gene· Carmichael, S.J.,
associate dean of students, has been·
working with the core group of CCL
and will serve a5' advisor.

"As a group we feel there is
something missing from s~udents'
relationships, and by getting
together with others who feel' this
The idea began in Decemper 1983
way, maybe we can_ fill the gap,"
· when two Xavier students, John
.
Wintz andJean Bross, felt there was a · commented Marsch ariq Nyer.
need for deeper relationships betThe first meeting has been planned
ween students.
by the core group, and the theme is
"We need to reach.out and share
''relationships.'' I;Iowever ,· after
ou_r thoughts with others. We need to . i;veryone becomes acqµainted' other
go deeper than surface conversamembers will be asked to help prepare
tion,'' said Wintz,_
themes for meetings·.
As Wintz and Bross discussed their
idea with other students, they found
ma.ny individuals with the same foe!WANTED: Creative,
ings. Marie Oilier, Cathy Rauen,
energetic individual to work
Steve Harsch and Shellie Nyer, along
consistently 2-4 hours per
with Bross and Wintz, decided to
week, placing and filling
form an organization that would
posters on campus. Earn
bring students together to get to know
$500 or more each school
one another.·
vear: 1-800-243•6679". ·

STUDENT TRAVEL R~P. NEEDED to promote qur annual Spring Break trips to. Florida. FREE TRIP TO
FLORIDA plus commission. Please call or write:
COASTAL TOURS, INC., P.O. BOX68-0AK FOREST,
IL. 60452 • (312) 963-8856.

Other possible topics for the
semester, members said, may deal
with pressures,· alcohol, and drugs.
Topics will basically be decided upon
by a group because the emphasis is_
that it is an organization "by the
,students, for the students."
· This organization is not affiliated
with campus ministry.
"CCL is a suppt t group as well as
an organization to .nake fri~nds. It is
a: chance for i.1d1viduals to get' to
know themselve· and others,'' noted
Wintz. -The f.tst meeting will be
January 29 from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. in
the Hearth Room.

n. LAUDERDALE
Right behind the
Candy Store!
Only a few efficiencies
and suites left
·
from $65.00
Hot tub, "sundeck
& barbeque
For reservations, call:
"THE OCEAN WALK"

(305) 467-7951

Comm enta.rft'':;
. ·,·

-

·
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· ·
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Tuition increase
.

C!.-

·Students have right to ..
demand quality in return
Nothing is easier to oppose than higher tu.ition, except maybe
higher taxes. Unfortunately, opposition to the former is e.ven more
futile than opposition to the latter.
··
Any complaints of the ''They have no_ right to do this'' variety im~
mediately run into the hard .fact that tuition, room· and board and
other fees pay about 80 percent of the costs of running the university.
Cries against increased tuition imply demands either for budget cuts
(which few wan~), or.for a free ride courtesy of those who donate to
Xavier (which is a ludicrous thing to think one has the right to demand from those kind people).
·
·
In considering the 1984-85 tuition increase, Xavier students and
their parents could vi<;:w themselves as lucky, in a perverse sort of w~y.
After all, tuition will increase only 9. 5 percent. Muskies in recent years
have grown accustomed to tuition · increases in the 10-11 perc~nt
range.
.
.
.
'
.
.
. Still further cause for rejoii:ing can be found in the revelation,
thanks to a university number-cruncher somewhere, that a Xavier
educati~n ndt year will cost only $5 78 more than it did, in real terms,
in 1979-80.
What really makes the upcoming increase different from others in
the past several years is the way in which it is justified by the· university
administration. With inflation running about 4 percent, Xavier is not
raisirig tuition by 9. 5 percent just to ~eep up with rising costs, The extra revenue, the universtiy community is told, will be devoted to
things like salaries, student life and maintenance, areas neglected in
previous years of double-digit inflation. ·
The university;s goal, President Rev. Charles Currie, S.J. ,'has said,
is to improve the quality of a Xavier education, not just keep .the institution's head above water. Salary increases are intended to retain and
obtain good faculty ap:~ staff. Expenditures on maintenance and student life '.are supposed to ha:ve the same effect on students. . ·
Those responsible for offering the Xavier education have estaqlished
priorities, asked for more money and promised improved quality in
exchange. Those who foot the bill should respond, in the manner of
the metaphorical Missourian, "Show me."

Xavier tuition increases
·(percent)
%

'\

20

15

Enter Watt, with sidecshow

In a ~atter of days this island bas- pie 'get . upset over. these earthl,ack of-grey matter, what she didfor a
tion· of Jesuit retirement will be shatteri.ng issues. Trying to figure out
living. She said, ''The party-takes up
visited by former Secretary of the In- what I'm going to do in May re.ally
all.,my time so I don't have a job."
teriorJames Watt .. This is the second palesin comparison.
"flciw do you support yourself?" I
Last· year . when Gen, · Wilfiam
asked. '~I live on welfare for now, but
time in two months that a prominent
political .personage will have graced Westmoreland came to speak, people
only ,'ti! we overthrow the governour rostrum with ·his former personal in Student Government reached new
inent," she responded.
import.
.
.
peaks of inanity by accusing each
Still, I really can't understand why ·
· As you wilbecall, presidential ex- other of ignorance in the Cincinnati everybody dislil<;es . this ' inan, but
pirant John· Anderson did not an- , Enquirer. Which just goes to show - unlike all of the people who do
nounce his candidacy for '84, much that eyen belaboring "the obvious can ·despise him, I've never met him. Ap~
to the dismay .·of the College be funny.
parently everyone else ha5. He's cerDemocrats who worked so hard.to get
· tainly unpopular.
.~
him here in December. It just.proves
This Island,
Truth be told, most of the people r
tl~at leaving the elephant party·does
know, don't know Mr. Watt either:
.
Xavier
. They just don't like him because
not automatically make one an ass.

m!:~:.~~~~~';=~7 ~=~

,'i;;j~ B~;,.;

CHAMPION . •·•

~~El:~tL:i~:t:1~

met the man I can understand.why.
be biased? Oh horror! Would you
James Watt is another ' story allbelieve that there are rumors that the
I d Y t he compIamts
·
w.heny·ou stop.and think abo. ut it,
tggether an d ~area.
Xavier News, yea ,this .very issue, may
. are .· rolling in. "Why is' Student $4000 is not ;dot of money when 'you
b
Government spending $4000-plus to compare the entertainment value.
e"in som~·way biased.
bring that!@#$%¢&* on campus·-· Aside from Mr. Watt,. there are
S~uel Jo}Jnson once s~d, · "I
he's ugly, semi-bald, and stupid several added attractions. There will
don't know a whole lotabout making
be. a demonstration by the ,Comtables but I sure know when I see a
can't my money be better spent?"
/
munist Revolutionary Workers Party
bad one." Quaint, iSn't it?: But there
Such are the complaints to be
complete with chants,. picket signs,
seems to be a significant difference
heard in the cafe and on the mall.
a~d 25' cent copies of the CRWP
bern.reen coffee tables and.politicians;
newsletter. Alas, .even. the . comespecially in the "Seeing should ·not
Well, I do agree that we should
munists have a 'price, albeit a good
be believing" media.
.. ·
.carefully screen speakers, paying close
attention to looks, intelligence, and
one.
How do you think.Ronco stays in
popularity. How aboui: Mr. T? Or
·.There. will also no doubt' be a
business? They depend on morons
maybe that talking car on TV? They
counter demof!stration by the John
who believe what: they, see on. TV. I
certainly fit the bill.
Birch Society and a frc~e copy of the · bought one of those' GINSU knives.
It did OK with tomatoes, bl.lt it
Truth'to be told, the best part of Birch Log (Arch-conse'r\ratives ha,ye to
didn't even cut the first layer of paint
controversial speakers are the angry. give away their material because no
crowds that burst their blood vessels
one will buy it)· which conclusively ' on the tin can.
in piously righteous anger. Three
proves that the downing of the KAL
years ago when G. Gordon Liddy was
747 was the result of a four-year conyou have
Seriously, how many
here, one particularly· pries~ly propersonal first hand knowledge of this
spiracy to kill Rep. Larry McDonald.
fessor was heard to say, "I work nine
There will also be repi:esentativh 11\an or his abilities.? We will certainly
have an.idea a'fter he has·spoken, but
!@.#$ % ¢&* 'years for my
of the Smokey tqe Bear fan club.
until then let he who is without ig! @#$ % ¢&* doctorate. That
And don't forget that all~important
!@#$%¢&*goes to prison and writes
media coverage for Cincinnati's Blue· norance· (woe to ye professors and
a book, so now he's famous. I got a
pharisees) cas{ the first aspersions. If
Chip.University.
he is what he is purported to be, he' II
The communists are worth $1000
d oct ot at e , h e ai n ' t got
!,@#$%¢&*!!' His florid expression
all by th~mselves. When Liddy was
prove it without our help. And as my
dad ha:s often told me, "l'is far better
was surpassed in its brilliance only by
here I. asked one girl, a healthy 28
the color of his language.
year old . dissident whose only
to be silent and thought a fool; than
Frankly I'm· not surprised that peo- •disability seemed to be a si~nificant
to speak and remove all doubt.''

of
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XU-UC Series.
uc·1eads 36-14

Yea:

Winner

Score

1982-83 UC •........ 73-58
1981-82 XU ......... 53-51
1980-81 UC ...· ... .,.. 79-72
'1979-80" XU

~·· ...... : 77-69

I

1978-79 UC ......... 60-58
1977-78 UC · ........ :59-54
1976-77 UC ......... 77-68
1975-76 UC ......... 81.71
1974-75 UC .........-.66-57
1973-74 UC ......... 68-56
1~72-73 UC ......... 78-68

•.· 1971-72 UC .... : .... 76-71
1970-71 XU ......... 66-65
1969"70
1968-69
1967-68
1966-67

UC ......... 85-72
UC .......... 52-50
XU ......... 72-71
UC·.,-·.·; .. 79-69(0T)

·uc· .........

67-62
.1965-66
1964-65 UC ·.... -.... 102-72
1963-64 UC ... ; ...... 94-92 .,
1962~63

UC · .... ~ .... 72-61
1961.~62 UC ......... 61-58
1960-61 Uc ......... 89-53
· 1959-60 uq ....... ~ ... 86~68
1958-59 UC ......... 92-66
· 1957-58 UC ......; . ,: .. 79-68

. I

Muskies sharpen
swords fof .b8ttle
BY GREG KUETERMAN .
Sports Reporter

·

For the people of Cincinnati ~ho

r~~ot for the Xavier Musketeers, the

Queen City's answer. to "Blue Chip
Basketball,': tonigh~'s encounter at
the Cincinnati Garderis, is THE game
'of the year.
Winning the MCC games, of ·
. course, is important. Victories over .
Marquette and. the University of
Dayton would be quite nice. But
please, Muskies, the fans beg of you:
beat the University of Cincinnati
Bearcats!
·
A capacity crowd is expected ,. . ''A lot.pf importance is put on.this
tonight at the Gardens as Xavier and game. There is the City Trophy
. UC do battle for the 5lst time since Award for the winning team and an
the series started way back during the MVP award for the player ·of the
1927-28 campaign. The Bearcats are
game. Besides that; of course there is
· · down this year, having won ooly two a lot of locai interest, so it's a really
times this season prior to tonight's
.
·
big game.'"
contest. :.
· In last year's conte_st at Riverfront
Coliseum, the Bearcats upset Xavier
XU Coach· Bob Staak noted,
73-58. That particular game started
however, that OC's lack of success
out to be a real barnburner, as the
thus far will have no affect on the athalftime score read UC 29, Xavier
titude his team will have going into
29. However, as the second half unthis evening's encounter.
folded, the Bearcats proceeded to use
the Muskies as a mid-evening snack,
"As far as we're concerned, their outscoring.Xavier by 15 points to ake ·
~ecord ~p to now has nothing to do
a 7:3-58 decision. Staak feels he
with it. It's .still a very big game for knows the secret to reversing the outus. l don't really care how they feel come of last year's battle.
about it."
-·see XU, next·page

.UC ......... 80-68
1956-57 XU ~ ...... ;:.88-62

Bearcats Cl8wing
to salvage season

UC .·........ ;69-57.
1955-56 UC :· .. ·~· .. , .. 71-66
XU ......... 79-72
1954~5.5 XU

......... 67-64
· UC ; ......... 70-69

'

'

..

1953-54 _UC .· ....... : 77~58
UC . : . ...... 81-76
1952-53 XU ....... ; .. 81"7f~
. XU; .......... 70-68
1951-52 XU· ......... 77-70
UC .......... 68-63
1950-51 UC ......... 83-70

"It's a cross-town rivalry. They'll
be fired up and we'll be fired up. It's
for the bragging rights of the city,
and we very much want to win.''
· Yates went on to say that the Bearcats
have to do a variety of things
well to have a chance to beat Xaiver.

UC ......... 81-66
1949~50 XU .......... 54-53

will

UC .......... 59-48
I
1948~49 XU ......... 71-64
UC ... : ...... 57-46
1947-48: UC ......... 52-45'
1946-47 UC ......... 66-51
1945-46 UC ......... 53-39
1942-43 XU .. .' ...... 51-37
1927-28. XU ......... 29-25

J"ransportation
Shuttle buses to the game tonight
at the Cincinnati Gardens will depart
from in front of the University Center
benyeen.5:00 p.m. and 6:45 p.m.,

they have defeated only Eastern Kentucky University on opening night
and Central Florida at the Citrus
Bowl Cla1sic. In spite of the Bearcats'
dismal season, Coach Yates warns
that his team will be ready to square
off tonight against the Xavier
Musketeers.

BY GREG KUETERMAN
Sports Reporter

.

Two 'years ago, when the Xavier.
Musketeers upset the Universitv of
Cincinnati' Bearcats 5 3-51, UC
Coach Ed Badger stated bitterly after
the game, "This game probably saved Staak's job."
··
'
Last year, the tables were· turned,
as UC was having a bad year but
was able to upset Xavier 73,59, That
game wasn't enough' to save Badger's
job. Following the 1982-83 season,
Badger was fired and replaced by
Tony Yates.
The Bearcats' will not even top
their victory output of last year, as

"There is no one particular thing
we have to do to win. There is a variety of things. We have to rebound
well, we have to shoot well, and play
all the other facets of the game well. ·
If we do this, we have a chance to
win the game."
The latest IOss for UC came Monday evening at Riverfront Coliseum
as Southern Mississippi won a nailbiter 59-57. Bearcat freshman guard
Calvin Phiffer said the.team is doing
its best to keep a positive attitude.
"Everyon,e is hanging together,
keeping the best attitude we can. It's
been a long season, but we feel
something· has got to give pretty
soon," he said.

-see UC, next pa.ge
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TechniCal foul helps Ladies exorQis8 Denlons_
BY MICHAEL DEHAN
Sports Reporter

..

Through an excellent team_ effort
and a solid, !=Onsistent defense, the
Lady Muskies defeated the DePaul
Blue Demons 82-72 Monday night at
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Although the Lady Muskies . won
by ten points, the game was very
-dose until the last two minutes. ·In
the first half, ~either team led by

more than four points 'as they both
went to the locker room at halftime
tied at 29.
. Aggressive defense and solid team- work. in the second half proved to be
the reason for Xavier's victory. Xavier
co-captain Judy Smith's performance was more than DePaul could
handle, as she scored a game-high 26
points.
_
With the Lady Muskies leading by

half preserved: the Lady Muskie. g~od way to get the season 'turned .
four points and rv.:o minutes to play,
. . .
·- · around again:We:Iostto a few teams·
a :foul ... was called on DePaul. · victory. , . Along · with~ Judy Smith!s 26
D~Paul's coach began shouting at ·a
that Vie shouldn't have lately, so. i:his
referee and was slapped with a . points, JoAnn Osterkiimp ·scored 19. win is nice. This should get us back
·points: Chris. Hart scored another 12 on the win9ing track:agam)' .. _.·
technical foul.
.
· JoAnn Osterkamp· sunk three points while Stacy Land added ten.
.When asked what' acco.uhted for
With the Lady Muskies struggling . the· win over DePaul; · ()sterkamp ·
straight free throws to put Xavier up
in the last few games; Laurie Massa,· replied that'.' it was our besqeam ef·
by seven. -DePaul could not bounce
back and Xavier went home· with a Xavier's head- -.coach, · was pleased - . fort of the '"season. The whoJe teain ·
ten poi~t victory. Making pressure with the outcome of thiS game. ''Our· was hitting .shots .and that ma,de it
. _- .
free-throws in the \ast minute and a players knew that .this wou_ld . be a · hard for Jl>ePaul."
·.·-

-rlNTRAMURALS~

Lady Musketeer Statistics

1.-

BY LEANN STEI~EMAN -·

-. ·..

· _ . -- lntramurala Reporter_:_: , . -

-

•,

, . - The 1984 'Intrap,111~at se~oii is. off _
and running.· Men's Six F,oot' and -OSTERKAMP, Jo Ann
15-~15
104-188
,5'53
72-89
.809
53-3.5
34-0 280-18.7
'Urider, Open'arid.Women's·b~~et:'.
' '·
LAND, Stacey
15-15
81~162
.500
24-50
.480
-- 68-4.5
46-4
186-12.4
b:lil started play this week, :1$ did Co.'
SMITH, Judy
· 15.15
62-155
.400
40-58
.690
109-7;3
46-5
164-10.9
Rec Men's volleybalJ. Women's
~C~LARKE==·'-''A~nn=------=1~5-...!;.10~·--~5.<!..9-...!;.1~22~_ _,_.4~8!...!4_ _..=2c,!.3·.=.3"""9---'--''5'""9_,.,__0-'---~-=84.,__-5~._,.,__6_ _____,3<..!.7__,-1,_-_.---=1'-=-4=-1-~9=.4~:--··---.
_volleyball will heginriexfThuiSclay: _
PHELAN, Kate
14- 0
29-60
.483
17~21
.810 34-2.4
19-0
75-5.4
The large turnout of ti:run 'parMYERS, Connie
11· 5
16-44
.364
13-19
.684
27-2.5
15-0
· 45-4.1
. ticipants seems_ promise an· exciting
HART, Chris
15-15
-42-82
.512
23.34·
.676
36-2.4
35-1
101-n ·
schedule, with 22 men's Six Foot arid l
12-18
· .667
2-5
'.400
i4-l:l ·
8.:o
26-2.0
MAYLATH, Jackie
13· o
Under teams; 16 Operi teams, and
four 'women's teams. Volleyball also
SOWERS, Shannon
14- o
11-33
.333
10-14
.71-4
21-1.5
17-0
32-2.3
-- brought· in six Co"rec tearn~, three·
LONG, Debbie
13- o
6-14 :429
4-11
.364
8-0.6
1~0
16-1.2
· men's and six women's tearKs:' 7- 0
1-8
:125
4-8
.500
-8-1.1
6-0
.
6-0.9
FREDRICK, Maureen
_ Sign~i.Ips dose today for men _and
11- 0
5-18
-.278
1-3
.333
9-0.8
- 6~0
· 11-1.0
_CARR, Laura
women's floor hockey. The man·
BACHMANN, Christine
5· o
0-1
.000
2-4
.500
1-0.2
3~0
2::0.4
datory captain's meetingjs at·"3:QO
XAVIER TOTALS
15
428· 905
.473
235-355
.662
541-36.1
279-11
1091-72.7
p._m.: Play will begin Sunday.
,_
OPPONENT TOTALS
15
452-1036
.436
188-271
;694
628-41.9
309-14
1092-72.8
i - Snowl;Jall-softball sign-ups are nciw
Record: 7-8 Overall, 1-3 in Nonh Star Conference
open. Th~· is a one-weekend tourna·ment •s.cheduled. for the first .snowy
'weekend iii February: Team rosters .
. can be picked up outside ,the intramurals office.
_
~
_ .: Dancerdse-begins.Mondayat 2:00
' .
-·- p.m. It is~operi to everyone. ·
. Record your mileage this semester·
with a Miles Club Card. Picked one
-up at the XUIM Office and i:oi:al the
miles you spend running, biking and- _wound up on the short end of a 72-56
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN
swimming.
_ .
_
Sports Editor
score.
· Meri's Top 1'en-Pre~Season Basketball
The back-to-back-- meets ·against
lrt three weeks _the Aqua Muskies
·
'Ranking
two competitive conference foes were .
will travel to Evansville to compete in
-. Open the conference tournament. Over the ,a good set up for the swimmers, ac· 1. Missing Dwight·
(
weekend, they prepared themselves . cording to Madonis. ''The conference
_2·. 4-Htisman
for the tough· bouts that lie ahead
meet will be three days of competi3. No Respect
tion and every day we'll have to swim
with back-to-back matches against
4. Muldoons
our fastest.'' ·
'
St. Louis on Friday and Evansville on
5. G.H.A'.'s
- Saturday.
Mado11is noted that his teams look·
6. Rock Throwers "Wehad some really good swims,. ed sharp against Evansville, although
7. M~H.A.'s
again," remarked Head Coach Tassos
it was a 67-44 (rr:ien) and 59-40 •
8. Wizards*
(women) losing effort.
Madonis, whose squads stand 2-5
- 9. The Tools
(men) and 1-8 (women) on'' the year.
Schaefer starred for XU on Satur~10. Gumby's. day by winning three events and setDespite their records, the Aqua
' 6 Ft.-and Under
ting a school and pool record in the
Muskies put forth strong perfor1. 0ut Like Flout*
mances all season. Most notable for
100 breaststroke with a time of
- 2. Double Dutch Gang
the team last weekend were Jim
1:02.71.
- 3. Old Grand Dad
Schaefer, junior, a triple winner;
Today the swimmers are holding a
4. 4-Husman
Swim-a-thon to raise money for their
junior Bob Uhrig and senior Mike
5. Queludes
trip to the conference tournament.
Bergman, double event winners; and
6. Without Dwight
Susan Nurre, a double event winner The Swim-a-thon kicks off at 3:00
7. Chinese National Team
for the women.'
p.m. this afternoon. Swimmers-are
8. Flying Dories
taking pledges to cover 200 laps or a
9. G.H.A.'s
"Almost everyone haci their be~t _tw.o hour limit.
10. Pointless
Bob Uhrig was one of four m~ltlple·event winners In swim competition last
times ever Friday night," said
The next meets include MuskThis is a· pre-season ranking deriv·
weekend. He, Mike Bergman and Susan Nurre were double·event winners;
Madonis, "and St. Louis is a really
ingum at hoine on Friday (women),
ed by the Intramural staff pased on
Jim.Schaefer'
won
three
events;
.
strong team."
Centre College on Saturday and Wit~
· rosters and past performances. of the
tenberg (men) at home·next Wednes·
The men won their meet against
i:eams. This ranking will appear each
day at 5:00 p.m. the Billikens 58-54, while the women
week in this column.
*~efending Champs _

G-GS

FG-FGA

PCT.

Ff-FTA

PCT.

REB-AVE.

PF-D

PTS-AVE.

to

Swimmers await
·tougtl,. tight schedu.le

XU~~~~~~~~~~~~---'-~~~-'-~~~~~
-from prec.eding page
"What we have to do is to control the game,
as we try to do every game. It is important that
we use our pressure defense. If UC controls
the tempo of the game, they will cause us some
real problems. If we control the tempo, we
should be successful. ' ' .
·
Though the Muskies' 1983-84 campaign has
been relatively successful, this past weekend
can be termed as somewhat bittersweet. Satur-_
day night, the Musketeers took a thrilling
89·87 decision over top league foe Oral Roberts
University. The win gave Xavier undisputed
possession of first place in the MCC - for two
days.
The w.in on Saturday was leveled out .with an

UC·-~~~~~~~~~~~~...,.-~~~~~~~~~
....;from preceding page

·When asked if·beating Xa\lier could be the - fine ballplayers from la5t year's team. Myron---·
one ingredient to get a few more wins before
Hug~s. Kevin Gaffney, and Junior Joh11son
embarrassing 72· 71 loss to Oklahoma City
the season is over, Phiffer replied, "That were all·fine, solid players for the Bearcats over
University as the Chiefs won_ their first MCC would be a start. I'm really looking foC-Ward to, the last four years. Gaffney and Johnson scored
game of the year. Xavier's loss to OCU ·on playing them. I understand it is a really big .22 and 14 points respectively last season against
Monday, combined ·with an Oral Roberts win rivalry.' I dori't know much. about it since I'm
the Muskies.
_
' .
- ·
over Butler the same evening, bolted the Titans
new here, but I would reaJly like to beat
This year, the Bearcats have a much younger
back a_top the league standings~
them."
look, as forward Mark Dorris is the only senior
When somi:one mentioned that at least the
on the team. Phiffer and another freshman,Joe
Though the league games are very important
Bearcats will get a break from the Metro.League
Stiffend, now play a big part ir1 UC's plans.
to the Muskies, it is certain as game time ap- ·play, Coach Yates laughed and said, "It may
proaches this evening thai: the players on both
be a break from: the Metro, but it certafoly
However, when the teams _line up to play
sides will.,have forgotten any misfortunes their· won't be a break. There 'will be a lot of emo· - tonight at the Gardens, it woE:'t matter if the
teams have had this season. These two teams
tion flowing in the 'game, just like our Metro
player is a green freshman or a proven_ senior:
want to beat each other badly. The key word games. We haven't seen Xavier play yet this
there is going to be.fire in: the eyes ofthe Bear.
here is pride, and there's certain to be plenty of year, so .we're not really sure what to expect."
cat players. Tonight's game can help salvage a
its going around tonight at the Gardens.
1,bis year's UC squad is missing quite a few
season.

Entertainment
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A .Soldier's Play reflects .a· universal struggle
black characters, but intentionally so,
white· man. He explains· (and even
Eniertalnment Editor
defends!) his prejudice to Davenport,
since three men are used to represent
the attitudes of the entire ,white ArThe 1982 Pulitzer Prize winner, A -but,Davenport is uninterested in his·
my, and to some extent, the entire
Soldier'~ Play, is Charles Fuller's obsession with race and simply goes
white community, especially in the ·
powerful drama of the struggle for . about doing his job, eventually winSouth. The black soldiers, on the
ning Taylor's respect.
respect, without the loss of selfother hand, are all unique ana conrespect, that blacks experienced in
vincing; even minor characters are
·the segregated Army of World War
"On another level, it's
revealed as complex with a few wellII. Set in the racially explosive South
chosen words and mannerisms.
of 1944, it's a story of the murder of a about the. . . human ten·
sion between conforming
Especially striking is the juxtaposiblack .sergeant, Sergeant Waters, and
the investigation (and shocking solu- to gain others' respect
tion of upbeat, frivolous war. songs
against the feelings ofalienation and
tion) of this crime.
and refusing to conform
injustice . expressed in Memphis'
In the process, the characters of the
in ·order to 'maintain self·
mouqrl"ul blues.
black soldiers un4er Sergeant Waters'
The play is performed by the
.command, the complex character of respect."
Negro .Ensemble Company and the
Sergeant Waters himself and the
distorted character of the. white Cap~
acting ·is excellent, completely
Davenport' learns that Waters was
tain Taylor are all reveale.d as innatural, never forced or· overdone.
unnecessarily harsh with his men,
vestigator Captain Davenport quesalways pushing them beyond what
There seems to be a particularly ·
was required i~ an attempt to gain
strong chemistry among .the cast,
tions the men about the night of the
murder and about their.relationships · the respect of the white Army. He
creating a powerful synergis.tic effect.
with Waters.
had a particular hatred for Private
A Soldier's Play, on one level, is
Tension is high from the opening · C.J. Memphis, a simple, illiterate
about the black struggle for equality
and respect in World War II. On
young man from the South, ·whose
scene through the revelation of
Waters' murderer, with short ingreatest pleasure in life was playing
another level, it's about the universal
the blues on his guitar. To Waters,
human tension between conforming
terludes that show the soldiers' warm
camraderie providing only partial
he was a living conglomeration of to gain others' respect and refusing to
every negative trait a black man could
conform in order to maintain selfrelief.
Told largely through. flashbacks,
possess; when Waters succeeded in
respect. Waters, in adopting white
framing Memphi.s, he gloated over
attitudes to the extent of rejecting
the story is narrated by Captain
Memphis' imprisonment, exalting
black experience, loses all . selfDavenport, the black man who has
that there· was "one less nigger for
been assigned to investigate Waters'
respect, and comes to realize that· he
murder: Davenport, who is
is an oqject of contempt for everyone.
the race to be ashamed of.''
thoroughly efficient and coolly proHe also had an antagonistic relaIn a drunken stupor, he screams
fessional, is forced to work with Cappathetically the truth he . has
tioriship with Private Melvin Peterson, though he secretly respected
discovered too late, and "they'll hate
tain Taylor, an openly prejudiced
man who is opposed to desegregation
Peterson for challenging him and
you anyway," if you lose your own
of the Army because he "can't get
admired Peterson's immense pride.
soul in orde·r to be accepted.
James Pickens, Jr. (seated) as Captain Davenport and Danny Gold ring as
- ·used i:o it."
Lieutenant . Byrd and Captain
A Soldier's Play is. ·at the Cincin- Captain Taylor discuss the right method for investigating Sergeant Waters'
Wilcox, i:he main suspects in Waters'
nati Playhouse in the. Park· until murders.
Taylor is against Davenport doing
death, are· stereotypeir-of"{5rejudked· ~ ..Febmary 5, showing daily ·except .·
the investigation because he doesn't
believe a black man will be taken
whites of the time. The white
Mondays. For more information, call
42lc3888,
seriously if he attempts to convict a ·characters are less believable than the
BY TERRI BOEMKER .

Elton· John sings of love gone wrong, parting friends
BY DOUG MOLL

Enter:talnment Critic
Elton John of late likes to sing
about people and relationsips, not of
- cosmic questions better left to The
Police, et. al. He should not be
criticized for this, for that· is what he
does best. Too Low For Zero, his
latest album, proves this.
In the era of music which offers us
the ceaseless, monoto~ous technopop
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of groups like Duran Duran, the horrible heavy metal of.Quiet Riot and
the ever-present nonse1;1sical noise
from acid-rockers like AC/DC, it is
comforting to know that we can
always oount on singers like Elton
John to deliver us some good "oldfashioned" music.
Elton: John's music can be
classified as somewhere between e~yl~tening and ·rock, although .neve~

RIGHT NOW!

GOLDEN RULE

to others. as you would
have them do to you.'
..
Traditional philosophy has so
·deteriorated over the centuriei
that people have come 10 re·
. gard this trick-statement as a
piece of advice.
It was originally intended to
make people think. They were
expected to react by asking why
ii should be a good policy, con·
sidering that most people want
the wrong things for them·
selves.

'.'Quality Printing While You Wait"

•Personalized f'orms
•Brochures
•Price Lists . •Business Cards
•Envelopes · •Letterheads
•Sales Flyers
•Bulletins
•Newsletters
•Pamphlets

•Postcards

•NCR
•Color Printing
•Complete
•Bindery Services
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BIG RED Q QUICKPRINT.
631-1460

Oct•gon

4574 Montgomery Rd. In Surrey Square
.
Next to Godfather's Pizza and acro~s from Reeord Theatre
Norwood, Ohio

L __ _

Just minutes from Campus

IDRIESSHAH:
'Do

Let The. Big Red Q Quick Print Center Help.
Can't Come To Us
Call and We'll
Come To You

bubblegum or hard rock. Too Low
For Zero is typical in that it is never
boring, because John likes to experiment . with different sounds and
beats, thus avoiding the tedious
repetition of tempo so common in
other one-singer. light-rock albums.
Each time I listened to the ten tracks
.(divided evenly) I liked the. album
better, with a couple of exceptions.
It starts off with "Cold As

-- -

Pr~ss

$7.95

AvaiUble al

XavierUniversity Bookstore

@
_I

ma~

or promptly by
from
ISHK look SeMce, Dept. C· 1
P.O. Box 176, Los Akos. CA 9402~

Christmas (in the middle of the
year)," a mellow song· about a marriage falling apart, and likely to be
another hit off of Zero. The lyrics (all
written by John with one or two
others) are· particularly good:
"Where's the beauty/In the beast we
made/Why the fros,t in the
summertime.''
· ''I'm .Still Standing" follows. An
upbeat,. positive. piece, it could be
the sequel to "Christmas" after the
divorce: "I'm still standing/ After all
this time/Pickin' up the pieces of my
life/Without you on my mind."
"Standing" has been made into a·
flamboyant video seen on MTV and
is inching its way ·UP the charts.
The title track is a disappointment.
It starts off,witha new-wave sound,
. but it doesn't work. The lyrics are
okay, but the vocals are monotonous,
repetitious; and restrained. A song
about insomnia, it has a soporific effect on the listener.
The next song, "Religion,"
changes the pace. It's a fun singalong, gospel-music parody that
satirizes those who "get religion" :
•'And that's when she got
religion/In front of a compact
Ford/Just a gentle voice. on· the
stereo/Now she's a workin' girl/Who
loves the Lord." J won't say what
type of work she does. It could pass
for a Billy Joel song.
Next is number six on the
Billboard Chart this week, number
one according to CBS Radio - "I
Guess That's Why They Call It The

Blues," also shown (surprisingly) on
MTV. This is classic Elton John: a
people love song wfrh a beat; emotional, leisurely-moving but not boring or bubblegum. It adds just the
right touch of background vocals. It's
a good song, but not the best on the
album.
Side two starts off with "Crystal",
about a friendship being split
·apart by a third party (a girl): "We're
caught in a web you and II Since ·
Crystal came between us/The knots
of friendship/ Seem to be untied." It
sounds new-wavish with a good, cold
beat complete with synthesizers.
After that is "Kiss The Bride,"
which switches the tempo more to
traditional rock with traditional
-lyrics.
Beatles-type music follows with
''Whipping Boy,'' a so-so song about
"illegal love" (pedophilia): "you're
way too young /I could do time if
they found out." Next is "Saint," a
likeable song which slows down the
beat with more emotion.
The last track, ''One More Arrow," is my favorite ~f the album. It
slows down the tempo even more
with the sad, haunting memory of
what sounds like a dead friend oL
father: "And I feel the steel of his
strong will/In the frame around his
picture." It's sentimental, but not
·mawkish, again in the Elton John
· tradition.
Utilizing my scientific (?) rating
scale, from one to five, I would give
the effort as a whole a 4 - velJ' good.
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Art Museum displays diverse doU collection
.

.

'

BY MADGE

tury to the mid-twentieth. century.
Included in the collection are china
dolls from France and Germany, a
German teddy bear and German
papier mache dolls from the early to
mid-1800's.
There ar!! .also English dolls with
faces· formed out of wax and
American cloth dolls with oil-painted
faces.
Of special interest, given the Cabbage Patch Kid craze, are the
American Cloth Turpin Dolls, an

BECKMEY~R

Entertainment Critic

The Cincinnati Art Museum,
located in Eden Park, ·is currently
displaying its doll collection, several
new acquisitions and a beautifully
restored painting along with the
usual permanent exhibits.
Not normally on public display,
the Museum's doll collection is currently featured in Gallery One. The
exhibit features a wide variety of dolls
'dated from the early nineteenth cen-

3·Ralph Brockman is now taking applications for the tX·
elusive Beamer Club. For an application conta<tJD,JO,
JT, JH or stop by Hanna's during regular business
hours.
Happy B·day. Wiz. 4 days in advance!

I love you, Sonny.' Your love.

Good luck today, Fomby! Signed, Not Guilty .. '

To my little piece of Jesus: I'm jun a sittin' here a

Thankx, Tim speech. TMB

wishin' there could be a me an' you a siuin' here instead
of only me. Love, T.

The check is in the mail ·for your

Guzzle says, "Bearcats don't do respectable things!"

Happy Late Binhday. Jack. Love. Dec.

"He dropped the ball"'

Jenny. do you think Michael and the lead singer will
nModulatc" with us nCxt weekend? Di

Arc you tough? Gregarious? A party animal and believe
in uncalled for duty and honor? Pledge Pershing Rifles,
a challenge for all, an experience you will never forget.

Hey, Hags: The "house" needs a tenant -

3 Ralph

I can't feel my feet!!

Bill S. - Waddaya think about going to Florida in·
stead? Bill F.
Spaz -·You' re the best chairman ever!

Judy - who else have you told that they are obnoxious?

to

eat with

Dear· Indigestion: No, it's not improper socially, bur
most people prefer to cat with their mouths.

LuciC'.

"A little beer with your confetti!?!"

Cleveland's a great place to live. 'Cause the best things
in life arc here. Much better than Maryland, Michelle.
Ha. ha! JHD and CAH

LMH and DW c~me in quiedy! !

Bear UC in the Grill? Won't rhat be a Jiule crowded?

I do better with wine bottles.

J-

Get a life, you guys. The only place inore boring rhiln
Clcvel>nd is Columbus. Or maybe Toledo.

Guzzle's Muskie Fanatics arc ready for action.

What's the "green na.sh"? (To all you optics students
out there.)

PR newsletter for Dec-Jan will be out Feb. 2, 1984. This
issut' will contain much _info. - don't miss it PR's!

TI1crc is a MONSTER living in Husman Hall, so please
beware!!

Feb. 21? And I thought I was slow!!

Oklahoma City? -

Dear "DAD", Your "Daughrcr" misses you. Why
aren't you ever. . home?

... and the bank played on!!

Dear "UNCLE" Dave, Are you still my "unctc"? your "NIECE"

_

Greg Flannery, former XU studenc, who performed at
X3.vier's Comedy Night in December, will be performing 9:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
nights at Aune Maudie's.

MAR - There's nothing like howling in wine circles
and dancing in hoJ? troughs in good ol' Versailles, Ohio.
GAK.

Also a congrats to the enrire swim team on their victory
over Berea. JD.

Yeah, unless it's eating at "The Restaurant" there.

Oh no! I can't feel my arms, either!.

Congratulations, Charlie, on your victory in the 100 yd.
freestyle event. FLIBAR knew you could do it.

Moll)•: Thanks for being such a great pledge trainer. We
love ya! Your Theta Phi Pledglings,

HAPPY 29thJAK. a.k.a. "'Freddie Keever"!

Beat those "scare" cats.

Hair is supposed to be hairy. How profound!

Is the Phantom Quark of the Physics department related
to the Phantom Quark of the Biology depattrrftnt?

'r\'11 A - Take those "cats" for a ride tonight!

Do they have a full roster this year?

Has everyone :iudited their degree audits? Available at
the Registrar's office.

Pre-game pany! Get ready to beat UC at the Gti11 0 5:00
. today.
You're adorable!!

Would anybody like a ham, mustard and Frito sand·
wich?
.

Tom - I siill think I should have gotten points on the
Redskins cvcri if they· were the favorites! JMH

I wonder if you can give back rubs with a steam roller.

Steve T. - Thanks for the "light"' that you provided
last Friday at MH. We really appreciated it. Jenny and

You gotra he tht're.

What should we name Typo's kittens? The Newsroom is
cua~ntly accepting submissions.

It wasn't me. I swear it wasn't me. It may have been a
pt1SOn who/oo~edsomcwhat like me, but I was in bed
·

Pan one of a 200 part story: He walkc,d down the
street ...

Dear Miss Mannered: Is it soc.ially acceptable
your fingers? Indigestion

supre~e!!

J - I love you immensely!

Eric -

Shakespeare's Hamlet. Over the past
year it has been undergoing repair
and restoration; the old, discolored.
varnish has been removed and the
p~ting has a.new canvas lining. The
scene now appears much brighter and
will last for several decades.
The Cincinnati Art Museum doll
collection is on display tf;rough
February 26. The Museum is open
1:00 - 5:00 p.m. on Sunday, 10:00
a.m. "5:00 p.m. Tues. - Sat., closed
Monday. Admission is $2 for adults,
bu_t free on· Saturday.
..,

Wear blue and white on Thursday night. Muskies rule

The Phantom Quark is lost in cutvcd space.

(sleeping) at the time.

Hey, Lou, How can a car coast uphill?
Tim, you are the best bottle of wine I know, and you
·
definitely get_ better with age. T.

'

the museum is a recent acquisition, a
early version of the currently popular . ,painting by the English artist
dolls. This is a collection of 24 hand- · William Hograth. The painting is en: ·
·made, "one-of-a-kind"' dolls by
titled "Southwarkfare" and is a
humorous illustration of life in a
Laura H. Turpin of Newtown, Ohio.
Working in the early 1900's, Mrs.
suburb outside London. The scene lS
of "street life, events, and perTurpin created a large family of dolls,
·each unique.
. sonalities whirling through a street
fair."
\ Although they are much smaller
Also recently- back~ on permanent
than Cabbage Patch Dolls, each
display is the Museum's Benjamin
doll's face was carefully stitched and
handpainted and each has a. character West painting, "Ophelia and
Laenes." Completed in 1792, the ·
of its own.
On display on the second floor of painting is of a · scene from

Mmmmm! Sounds re:tlly appetizing.
_Pan one of 2nothCr 200 pact srory: Sht could normally
be found hopping down the hall, thinking the thought,
.,Everything is just wonderful. 1 am leading a charmed·
life."'

Our pig gives pretty deCem massages.

Good luck Muskies! BEAT UC!!! BEAT UC!!!

I guess that's why they call ft the blues ...

NEWS FLASH! Typo, the newsroom cat. is having kittens at press time. Kitten shower presents will be
·
acccpred in the newsroom.

Three people (easily :unused) lost in Mt. Aity Forest ...

Congratulations. Jo Ann!

Two people, waiting for tht'ir friends. Yes, yes, we really
do have friends.

Diane -

OK, OK. Let's cut it out with all the inside jokes

you must be cursed meeting Bill so often. ·

Valentine's Day Dance. 2117 /84. Ask your sweetie early
·
- before someone else docs!
Is there anyone out there who doesn't want a job? Apply
·
at CP&P.
Who killed the Newsroom plants?

Dear Miss Mannered: ls it considered uncouth to express
one's feelings by writing off-color messages in large Ice~
ters in the snow? High on life

Louie ""'7:who stocks the Student Government Office?

Dear High: You've just given new meaning to cornlpt~
ing something as pure and innocent as the driven snow.

Congrats to all the rocks now floating around on cam,
pus.

Hi. kids!

Bill P. -

Who liilled St. Francis?

the telephone muse gro~ out of your ear.

And now for the ultim:ue question about 1he meaning
of lift: Js there really Jjfe after graduation?
We arc sooooo lucky!!!
Mark, you better bring my little sistt'r home at a decent
hour! Bill F.
Like, what? Like I think thac is 10000, like, grody, like,
let's go pany and forget about all this stuff, OK?
_Like, "study", like, what's that? I mean, like where''"
this library?
Bill S.. in all sc:riosity - Daytona Beach, for example,
·
will probably be a comfortable 85 •. .

Quote· Price Quick!
Tenants-Cycles-Autos

@

871-3340

Theta Phi Alpha
-Sorority Rush
Feb. 5thrn12
All conunuter and dorm women
are invited to rush
Flyers will be distributed this week
For more information ask any
Theta Phi or call

Diana Reese - x3744
Michelle Beckham - x3369
Peg Morse - 871-0913

DATE: Jan. 30,· 31 and Feb. 1
PLACE: XU Bookstore

h~re.

TIME: 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

FEBRUARY

Sponsored

ENTERTAINMENT

by

GUIDE

S.G.A.

...'.

,.

'

.

.

.

'

Student Government Association Entertainment Guide

James Watt to ~speak here

Hey, Xavier:
WC're ·Baek,
Brl.-glngYou
The Best
In ·.p_.ogramntiug:
The Student
Aetivities COuneil.

James Watt, former Secretary of U.S. Department of Interior, will be lecturing at the
Xavier University Theater on Wednesday, February 8 at 8:30 p.m.
His topic discussion will be enti~led "Should (can) Reagan be Reagan?" He will also
entertain questions.
·
· .
·
·
. ~att's forceful personality has made a dramatic imp~ct on the public policies of the
.
nation and the management of our national resources. . . · ·
The former Secretary is very controversiaf because .his policies reach directly or· indirectly into every dimension of American life. Although his policies are debated, none
of his critics ever challenge his integrity, capability; management skills or dedication to
the principles he espouses.
·
·
·
'
·
..
It promises to be an interesting evening!
Reserved seating tickets will be available beginning Monday, Feb. 6, 1984 from 11:00
the lecture.
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the University Center lobby and on the ~ight
Tickets are $2 with student
I.D.,·$4
for
the
public.
·
·
.

of

.

. the souree in seheduling events
.guaranteed to make life outside the
elassrooJU - the b~si ever.
,. .. ;

··•9.83:

i: . . ' .
'

.·,

,

·,

·I

.

·:,

·Fine Art Sale
Electronic News Network
Gene Cotton,
Homecoming Dance · .
J~ws in the.Pool
Edgecliff Grasser
Tom Parks & The Dating Game
High Tymes Christmas Dance
Vsions in the Musketeer Inn
The Hox~orth Blood. Drive
.
Helen Hudson
Caress Body Bazaar and Health ·
c~~
0
•
.
.~
F.D.R. Exhibit The Intimate
.President
Dr. Wilson Bryan Key & Subliminal
· Seduction ·
· M*.AtrS*H Party with '87
Frederick Storaska. lecture "How to
·The Raisins
Richard MacLeay in Caricatures
Say No... "
Bob Schaefer and Simon Sez ·,
Unlimited
Caddyshack
The Modula.tors Beach Party
with !84 · · '
·
'
War Games
comedy
Night
Jonathon RandalI Lecture
on
the
,.
Halloween Party with '85
Lebanon Crisis
Large Screen Videos ,.
Ken Weber: Hypnosis & ESP
Music Fest with the.ISS:
Gone With the Wind
Rockworld
~reaker Morant
Trent Arterberry
. Magic Night .
Sha~owfax Concert.

.

'

...,.

Tou.ring b~nd to play Armory

....

''·

LittlC,Sibs W eCkend ·
Feb.·24-26

ci~
>' •. ,.<>'-',\

t- ,.

"'~''

:~~
Do you miss your lit.tie ·bi:other(s) or sister(s)? Would yoµr parents like a weekend
without any ''little· ones'' at home? Here is the answer to these questions. On February
24' to February 26 is Xavier's' Annual Little Siblings' Weekend.·
The weekend has been specially planned with events that will entertain you and your
little siblings. There will be a Sock Hop, movies, a trip to an XU basketball game, videos
in the Grill,. a carnival and an Ice Cream Social and much more.
The price is $25.oo per child including meals or $10.00 per child without meals. For
additional information or questions ,come to or call the -S:A.C office.

r-

' The Caruso Brothers are the most popular band on the midwest college circuit. This is
· a pretty bold statement to make, but how else can one descril?e the jammed concert halls
filled with screaming, dancing crowds, and such a staggering amount' of return
engagements that one school asked them back four times in one year?
The C.arusos have appeared with: Rick Springfield and gigged for Windsor's CKLW
radio. Millions have seen the band on television or heard them on the radio. Thousands
have bought their records, t-shitts and posters. Exactly what is it that makes this group
so popular?
"
Perhaps it's their youth and vitality. The Carusos are four young brothers, ages 20-25.Maybe they're so popular because of their versatility - they play a total of 12 in- .
struments, including guitars; percussions, keyboards, trumpets arid woodwinds.
Another reason for the popularity may be their unique style of pop rock, infuenced by
The Clash, Duran Dura~ and Billy Joel. Whatever IT is, something definitely makes this
band appealing .
. They will be performing along with The Warsaw Falcons, who are a popular
Cincinnati-based group, Saturday, Janaury 28 from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in the
Xavier Armory. {\dmissiori is $2.00 with valid XU LD. and $3.00 for the general public.
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· Classical Guitar Series: Stantey Bumgarner .
2:30 p.m. in the Tbeatre
Movie: "Monty Python'.s The Holy Grail"
7:0.0 p.m. in the .Theatre

.

\

·-

.1.

Video: "Alie~-,, 8:00 p.m.

Cincinnati Community Orchestra S:OO p.~.
in the Theatre
·

032

334

· ..:video: "Rockworld'.:_12:30 p.m ..and
,8:00~p.m.
' '

.. "':-.\

li:lh

5

:n1J

Pia~o Series: Caio Pagano 2:30 p.m. in the
·
Theatre
Movie: ''Vi~tor/Yictoria" 7:00 p:m: in the
Theatre

...

6

· o:i7 32'1'

038 328

7

.-Vide~: "Rockworld" 12:30 P·I?l"and ..
. 8:00 p.m:· . . ·
. .
··.·. ·. ·
_Speaker: James Watt 8!30 p.m. in·thi: Theatre

· Video: "Chariots ofFire'-:. 8:00 p.m:

Cincinnati Community Orchestra 8:00 p.m.
in the Theatre
·
.
· · ··
Women's Basketball vs. Loyola 5:15 p.m,.
Men's B~ketball vs. Loyola 7:35 p.m ..

039 327 '

1

·'

··.,

'12

Lincoln's Birthday

13

Piano Series: Fred Hersch 7:30 p.m. in the
· ·Theatre

044 322

.1· 4 . ·Valentin~·s ~ay

·.~.

· Cincinnati Community Orchestra 8:00 p.m.
· 'in the Theatre
·
BLACK AWARENESS .WE~K

1·5

'

-

046 320

Video: "Rockworld" 12:30 p.m. and
8:00 p.m. ·· ·
·

...:.

lJbO 31fi

Cl~sical Guitar Seri~~:· D~vid Tane'nbaum
2:30p.m.

·

· Washington's Birthday
(Observed) .
·

051 315

.Men's B_asketb?-11 vs. Oklahoma City· .
\7:35 p.m ..

·

26

20

0_57 309

2,7

21

052314

Cincinnati.Community Orchestra 8:00 p.m.
in the Theatre

28

059 307
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..:video: "Rockworld'.:_12:30 p.m ..and
. 8:00~p.m.
.

sat~_rday

friday

'

Mmiie:. "Vic.tor/Victoria" 1: 30 and· 7:00 p.m.
-in the Theatre
Video: "Adam and tli:e Ants: PrinceChai:ming" 12:30 p;~;

.

.

--Vide~: "Rockworld" 12:30 P·I?l··and ..

. 8:00 p.m:· . . ·
. .
··.·. ·. ·
I. Speaker: James Watt 8!30 p.m. in·the Theatre

s:oo

Movie: "La-Cage Aux Foiles" 1:30 p.m.: and
· ·7:00jJ.m. in theTheatre ·
Video:-"Olivia Newton John" 12:30 p.m.
Video: "Cheech and Chong Up in Smoke''
8:00 p.m.
·Women's Basketball vs. Univ. of Illinois
Chicago Circle 7:00 p.m.'

-' 041319

Video: "All ThatJazz' 12:45 p.m.
.
Video: "Crosby, Stills and Nash" 8:0Q p.m ...

22:
· Vid~o: ."Rockworld" 12:30 p.m. and
·. 8:00 p.m..
.
"Men's Baskei:ballvs. Marquette 7:35 p.m.

Video: "Andromeda Strain" 8:00 p.m .
Movie: "La Cage Aux Foiles" 2:00 p.m. in
the Theatre;

23···

0491317

18·
. ·Lake Erie Intercollegiate Championship XU ·
. Rifle Team
·
Valentines Dance with The Glenn Miller
Orchestra.at Music Hall
·. Video: "Crosby, Stills and Nash" 12:30 p.m .
. Video: "All ThatJazz" 8:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball vs. Oral Robehs 7:30 p.m.
Video: "Creepshow" 8:00 p.m.

.·

J.

05,3313.

042/324

-....

046 320

Video: "Rockworld" 12:30 p.m. and
·
8:00 p.m. ·· ·

1t

La Cage Aux Folles

_Video: "Cheech and Chong: Up in Smoke'.'
· · ··• · i2:45 p.m~· .
·
·
·_ .
p.m.
.Vii:lc:o: ",Olivia NevvtonJohn"

;

041 325

040 326

·'

1·5

. Rifle Team Match..
· ·
,
Women's a'nd Men's Swimming vs. Ohio
Northern 1:00 p.m .
Men's Basketball vs. qetroit 7:35 p.m .
Video: "Best Friends" 8:00 p.m.

'

039 327 '

-------·.

035·331 .

Video: "All the President's Men" 12:30 p.m.
V~cto,i:.ian Photos 11~5:00 p.m. in the
·
· University Center lobby
100 days to Graduation Party-'- 8:00 p.m. in
· i:he Gi:ilL":J\ll seniors invii:eq.

.. ··':--

·8

4

055 3.11

054:3.12

. Video: "Amityville Horror n·~ 12:45 p.ni.
Video: "Complete _Beatles" 8:00 p:m.

···Video: ''Complete Beatles''

25

056i310

· Men's Basketball vs.· Butler 7:35 p.m.

12:30 p.m. ·

0,60 306

Video: "Rockworld" 12:30 p~m.
8:00-p.m.

and

I

·Men's Basketball vs. Dayton··
_
7:35 p.m.
·Women's-Basketball vs. Dayton
5:15 p.m.
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S.G.A. FEBRUARY SPOTLIGHT'
.

.Big Screen Movies
Return to Theatre ,

.

.

Victorian photos to· be;shot ·

Remember the caricaturist? 0Q. Thursday, February 2nd, S.j\.C. will' bring a Victorian Photographer to campus. Let the Victorian Photographer bring you and your
friends back tot he days of the Wild West; the Civil War and the Victorian era: From
We have three great movies planned for you! On Friday.January 27 at 1:30 p.m. and
11-5 p.m. the University Center Lobby will be recreated into a 19th century 'portrait
'7 p.m., Monty Python and the Holy Grail will be shown in.XU's Theatre. The movie - · studio using old photographic equipment and·fiQ.e old cos,tumes to produce a fine antiwill be run again on Sunday.Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. Victor/Victoria is scheduled to be shown . que poitraiture for your pleasure and enjoyment.
·
Friday, February 3 at 1:30 and 7 p.m. and an additional showing Sunday, Feb. 5 at 7
p.m. Next we have a foreign flick in store for y?u. La Cage :Aux Fol/es will be shown in
the Theatre Friday, February 10 at 1:30 and 7 p.m. and Saturday, February 11 at 2:00
p.m. Price of admission will be $1.00 with XU I.D., and $2.00 for public patrons.
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Monty Python and The .Holy Grail
Friday, January 27, 1984 1:30 and 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, January 29, 1.984 7:00 p.m.

ltudent Activities C()uncil vf ltudent
C3v'(ernmeot ~s~()ciofi()n J:lr()udl}'. J:lresents:
/

/

Preparation

•
·1s

F·

When you embark on that. four
year journey toward a degree you
are committing yourself to more
than just academic coursework. You
have committed yourself to a process of individual development that
hopefully will culminate in an entry
level position in your chosen career
field.
In order to achieve your goal, advanced preparation is the Key.
Waiting until your senior year to
think about how your education
relates to your future career plans is
too late~ Questions such as what
career should I choose, what will the
job market be like in my field during
the next ten years, or what are
employers looking for In job candidates, are all issues that should be
addressed well in advance of
·graduation.
The office of Career Planning and
Placement understands . that the
more prepared 'you are, the better
your chances of achieving your
ultimate goal. From the time you are
a ·Freshman until your senior year
and. even as an alumnus, CP&P is
ready to assist you in any of your
career related needs.
Simply receiving a college degree
is no longer a guarantee of future
career success. The job market of
the 80's is competitive and will remain that way for a nul'flber of

the key

reasons:
1. There are more· college
graduates. The college educated
work force has grown by 126 %
since' '1970. The "babycboom"
children are now of college age.
and·a greater percentage of every
high-school class is now attending
college. For example, in 1965, 12
out of every. 100 high-school
graduates attended college; while
in 1980, 19 out of every 100 went
to college.
2. More college-educated
women returned to or remained
in the work force than · ever
before.
.
3. There is no military draft to
. siphon off part of the population
that is seeking entry-level
employment.
4. There are fewer jobs ·-in
government and education to·absorb recent graduates.
The overall effed of these trends
is summed up in an article in U.S.
News and World Report (Aug. 8,
1983) which predicts an annu.al
surplus of 200,00b graduates' even
with · a .strange~· ~conomy. This
surplus . will re.suit in the
underemployment of many
graduates with as many .as 30% tak- '
ing jobs that were notfilled by college graduates a decade ago.

How do you avoid becoming a
"statistical casualty" of these trends
that are outside your ability to control? You look at what it is you"can
control-yourself-and take the
necessary steps to prepare now so
that your ultimate goal becomes a
reality.
·
Some of the steps you should
follow In this process include:
1. Research - Before choosing a
career, study the demographic,
geographic and occupational
trends. What industries are growing? What jobs will continue to be
in demand 10 years from now?
What new fields will expand due
to recent technical advances?
Where will the job growth be
geographically? You should actively seek such information from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports, articles in newspapers or
magazines and books dealing
specifically with employment projections such as the Occupational
Outlook Handbook, and 90 Most
Promising Careers for the BO's.
2. Self-assessment - Now is also
the time to take a good look at
yourself. What are your interests,
values and skills and how do these
relate to a career? .
3. Participation - After selecting
a major,' continue to make
yourself more marketable. Grow

Stephanie Bates,
as a person by particip~tion.
Employers are looking for people
who. are doers,. and have the
capacity for . leadership and initiative. Get involved in campus
and community organizations.
Your goal should be to develop as
· a total person, and extracurricular activities offer you that
opportunity.
4. Part-time employment - A
part-time work experience or internship will teach you valuable
skills necessary to succeed in any
work setting. As you reach your
junior year you should also be
considering employment experience related to yo.ur major to
enhance your marketability upon
graduation.
5. Job search strategies - Learn
the techniques of resume writing

Di~ector, CP&P ·
and interviewing. Whether you
are seeking · your first full-time
career position or simply looking
for seasonal 9r part-time employment, it is important that you
know how to describe wh0 you
are and what you can do for a
potential employer.

Career Planning and Placement is
ready to provide assistance throughout the entire process of career development. This issue of "Career
Pathways" was specifically designed
to acquaint students with the services of tl~e office and to apprise them
of recent employment trends and
current issues · in career development. We hope you find this information useful and we encourage
you to prepare now for your future
success.

Hiring on .UP!iWing, but trends remain mixed
College graduates entering the job
1982. In the government's estimamarket in January or May of this tion, this figure culminates the best
post-recession gain in the labor force
year appear to have greater employment possibilities than graduates of a for any year since 1950~ Hiring
year ago, If the December employdefinitely appears to be on the
ment figures released by the Federal upswing!
Although employers are hiring
Government are any indication. According to the Bureau of Labor again, and the economy is beginning
to stabilize, the recession
Statistics, civilian unemployment fell
to 8.2% in December cbinpared to · demonstrated that companies can
9.6% for all of 1983 and 9.7% for
survive with less employees. Conse-

quently, hiring is more conservative
in comparison to· pre-recession
1981, and will probably remain that
way. Employers are becoming more
"selective" and may hire only one
new staff member to handle an area
of responsibility that was previously
shared by 2 or 3 employees. Com- ·
panies have trimmed the "fat" and
consequently are searching for people with experience or at least great

Projected Change in Employment by Major Occupationai Group, 1980·90'
(in thousands)

1980
Occupational Group
TOTAL
White-collar workers
Professional and
technical workers
Managers and
administrators
Sales workers
Clerical workers
Blue-collar workers
Craft workers
Operatives, except
transport·
Transport operatives
Nonfarm laborers
Service workers
Private household
workers
Other service workers
Farm workers

Projected 1990
Low

102,107 119,591
51,436
60,755

High

Percent change•
Low

High

Employment
growth"
High
Low

127,908
64,752

17.1
18.1

25.3
25.9

17,484
9,319

25,801
13,316

16,395

19,662

20,728

19.9

26.4

3,267

4,332

9,355
6,822
18,864
32,435
12,369

10,563
8,112
22,418
37,540
14,567

11,344
8,763
23,917
40,497
15,756

12.9
18.9
18.8
15.7
17.8

21.3
28.5
26.8
24.9
27.4

1,207
1,291
3,554
5,105
2,198

1,989
1,942
5,053
8,061
3,387

10,679
3,528
5,860
15,547

12,151
4,153
6,668
19,103

13,166
4,430
7,145
20,234

13.8
17.7
13.. 8
22.9

23.3
25.6
21.9
30.1

1,473
626
808
3,556

2,487
903
1,285
4,687

988
981
993
14,559
18,123
19,241
2,689
2,193
2,426
1rotals may not equal sum of subgroups because of rounding~
2calculated from unrounded figures.

·0.8
24.5
·18.5

·0.4
32.2
-9.8

·8
.. 3,564
·496

4
4,682
·263

Occupational Outlook Quarterly/Spring

1982

potential. Despite this conservative to 8.1 million while clerical positions
approach to hiring, It is still projected· will increase from 3.5 to 5 million by
that new · hires in the area of . 1990. Part of this growth can be atmanagers and administrators will In- tributed to a rising demand for both
crease between 1.2 million to 2 full and part-time sales employees in
million by 1990. This increase will be .. deregulated industries such as banking, insurance, and other financial
noticed particularly In firms that depend on trained management institutions. In addition, consumers
are spending more and this spenspecialists in high technology fields.
High technology has·had a mixed ding has created increased demand
effect on employment. While in for marketing personnel, as well as
some instances, hi-tech inventions clerical employees in data entry
have replaced workers in traditional related positions.
industries such as steel mills and
sheet metal factories, these same InAs a final trend, government hirventions have also created an in- ing will include approximately 1.2
creased demand for college grads million more workers by 1990. This
with engineering or computer marginal increase, which is systems backgrounds to work in pro- significantly lower than that in the
fessional positions.
private sector, is a direct result of
public desire to limit government
Technical school and community
growth. Anticipated hiring in the
college graduates can also look forarea of government defense conward to .increased opportunities in
tracts will require scientists,
computer peripheral maintenance
engineers and te_chnlcians. Electrical
and specialized programming functions. As a result, it is projected that · engineers and systems programmers
are also in high demand in avariety
by 1990 there will be an increase of
of government agencies. The pre5.1 to 8 million manufacturing, and
sent job market has improved dra9.3 to 13.3 million more profesmatically in comparison to 1982
sional and technical employees due
and, as illustrated by the accomin large part to advances in technical
panying chart will continue to susfields.
taiil increased growth during the
To balance this demand. for more
next 10 years. Employers are more
technically· trained people, the servpositive about the future and willing
ices sector of the economy will continue to· require the human aspect I to hire again. The new college grad,
i however, must be aggressive, aware
for personalization of services.
of economic trends and willing to
For instance, sales and clerical
take on greater reponsibitily in order
positions are expected to increase
to be successful in a competitive job
tremendously during the 80's. Sales
market.
'
personnel will grow from 6.8 million
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We -can help
r

FAlL SEMESTEFl RESULTS

build self-confidence and eliminate . Job Placement. Placement connervousness. You learn how to for- tinues to be a major focus of acmulate impressive answers. rather tivities in CP&P. With the
than simply giving programmed strengthening of on-campus
responses to frequently asked quesrecruiting and resume referral and
tions. In addition, you will receive ·the creation of a student employtips on how to dress and how to
ment function, we have developed
familiarize yourself with· a company
hundreds-of full time and part time
before going to that. all-important opportunites.
·
Our offices are located in the Uniinterview.
versity ·center and we are avajlable
Mock Intemew Videotaping.
on a walk in or appointment basis.
Body language conveys a message
Feel free to contact us and take adduring the interview. Observing
vantage of the broad spectrum of
one's· own demeanor by .reviewing
career development services. Very
taped mock interviews helps. to
possibly ... we can help. ·
minimize shortcomings · that often
manifest themselves In stressful
interviews.
Liberal Arts Alumni Career
.
Serles. College of Arts and Science
Individual career counseling majors interested in interviewing
and testing is avaiable to all with business, government or nonstudents and alumni to enhance self profit organizations often find that
awareness, decision ·making skills potential job opportunities within
Obtaining a job can be an
and career alternatives. Also, these ·organizations are not wellawesome task if proper preparation
students have access to the Ohio defined for candidates with a Liberal
and job search strategies have not
Career Information System ~ a Arts background.
c.To assist these students. in applybeen given adequate attention.
computerized career guidance proKnowing the position you want,
gram that provides the opportunity ing their diversified interests and
where to look for it, and.how to prefor self-directed research of occu- skills to potential career oppor;
pational fields or graduate school tunities, CP&P presents a series of sent your qualifications in a· competitive format are vital factors which·
programs. Counselors will train forums each semester. X_avier alumdetermine success in obtaining
_students to personally use this ni with a Liberal Arts education are
invited to s}lare their personalcareer employment.
terminaL
Perhaps one of the most imporSelf-Assessment workshops- experiences with· students and to
tant documents that a student will
are designed to aid students in mak- discuss job opportunities · in both
prepare ·while at Xavier is a resume.
ing an informed career choice based· traditional and non-traditional
on personal values, skills and ex- careers. These .forums provide an . The resume is actually a summary of
perience. If you are undecided excellent means to ,make' contacts ,' th e st u d e·n t' s e d u at i o n a. I
about you major or simply desire with professionals employed in a achieve1T1ents, professional accomplishments, extra~curricular acclarification of the strengths you can career area of interest.
Business Career Series. Each tivites, recognitions and w9rk exoffer a potential employer, than this
semester w~ also present. a series of periences. lt'is often the only means
is the workshop to attend.
forums related to specific concentra· of showing inters! to compete for a
Resume Development. Having tions within the College of Business. particular job, and even for a partlf•you are in the process of defini11g time job. In all respects, the resume
evaluated yourself and your goals,
you should be ready to develop a
your main area of con!=entration or . is the student "on paper," the basic
would like to learn more about the
strong resume. It is ~ssential that you
"marketing tool" which will either
career paths.that are available, then
know how to present yourself on
enhance or defeat any efforts as a
you will flnd these forums both praccompetitor in the job market. ·
paper in a clear, concise, and competitive manner. The CP&P staff of- . tical and informative. Speakers from
Preparing a "marketable" resume .
fers individual assistance and will
local companies discuss job oppor- requires skill and awareness of percritique your rough draft and offer
tunities within their various organiza- sonal needs, values, and interests.
tions and su·ggest methods of The resume should be unique, just
suggestions to assist you in your initial resume preparation.
locating entry-level positions within .as the .person it represents. It is a
Job Search Strategy. In this
a variety of business fields.
paper presentation of a personality
workshop, you will develop
· and should demand repsect and atsophistication in making employer
Career Resource Library. An tention· from its audience, rather
contacts. What are the most fruitful
important aspect of any career deci- than a simple glance and file "13."
methods of generating leads? Who
sion and planning process is inforThe best time to prepare a resume
should you contact? A job search
mation. Therefore, we maintain ·an
is as soon as possible; if for no
system should consist of an.organizextensive · resource library which
reason other than to serve as a
ed plan that can be evaluated in
helps students research careers, record of acheivements and exterms of results at each step of the
prepare for interviews with specific perience while at Xavier. Normally,
process .. CP&P can help you put
companies or gather information on the initial resume will be brief and for
together that plan!
graduate school requirements.
the most part, very similar to every
CP&P also publishes a monthly stu- other student's profile .. Howe1,1er,
Interview Skills. The actual tur- dent newsletter, "CROSSROADS," the uniqueness of the marketing tool
ning point of any potential job op- which highlights recruiter informa- develops over time. There are adportunity is the job interview. The tion, Interview tips, employment vantages in taking an early "look at
interview ~!<ills workshop · helps to trends and current job market-issues.
you" on paper' since the external
observation creates awareness of
weaknesses and stimulates action to
strengthen areas of concern. Significantly; employers desire wellCAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT STAFF
rounded students; students who
nave demonstrated leadership ability, excellent communication skills,
DIRECTOR:
Stephanie M. Bates
independence and responsibility, in
COUNSELORS:
M. Dianne Mason
addition to academic excellence'.
. Mark J. Censky
Therefore, the early resume preJim Fisher
·
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT:
parer has an opportunity to lncre<Jse
SECRETARIES:
Mary Jo Schaeper
his/her competitiveness by involveDonna M.. Gerding
ment In additional extracurricular
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS:
Patrice Reider
activities.
Juliana Jacober
STUDENT STAFF:
·Kathy Coleman
Students should not wait until the
Michelle Johnson
senior year to prepare a resume.
The final year should be the time for
revising and refining the marketing

CP&P primary objective is to.
assist students with any and all
career-related needs while attending
the ·university. With this objective,
career (zvelopment · activities are
emphasized _as an integral part of the
total education of e;;ich individual.
We encourage every student to
make contact with the office as early
as the Freshman year and to utilize
the varioµs services at each stage of
individual career development.
How can we help? We help by
providing a broad spectrum of services for undergraduate, graduate
students and alumni. These services
include career counseling,
workshops series, special programs, :
career · resource library an<;! job
placement._
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ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
. .
Students attending pre,interview meeting .... '·, .. ·•..... 332.
Students registered for on-campus recruiting ........... 321
Ma1·e students registered ... >• • • • : • • : • • • •• • • • • • ,. • • • • • • • 177
Female students registered. ; ..... ~ ..... ; ............. 144
Companies recruiting on-campus (Fall Semester) ........ 55.
Number of job offers received as of 12/13/83 ............. 51
JOB LISTINGS
.
Full-time listings·-........ ·................•. : .. : ...... 88
Part-time listings ... : ........ ; ..................... 207
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Students registered for parHime employment .......... 123
Students accepting part-time employment .... -. -. ....... 117
WORKSHOPS AND FORUMS ...................... ; .. 35

Good resumes·
lead to good jobs

c

.

,

tool. The time to prepare a resume is
.Companies
the present or cetainly when the stu~
dent seeks any type of work exrecruiting
perience, whether major or nonOn campus
major related or part-time or fulltim_~ __employment. Prior to seeking a
Spring semester
permanent position, the resume ·
may· not be requested· by the
. employer. However, having a
U.S. Marine Corps
resume indicates to the employer
that you are a serious applicant.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Also the process of developing a
Liberty National Bank
r~sume helps · to prepare the individual for any subsequent interFirestone Tire & Rubber Co.
views..
·
. . . .
The following is a list of sugges- " General Electric Co.
tions which may.serve as a guideline
Chubb Group. of Insurance
for preparing or revising the resuine:
A. Decide whether a chronological · Companies
or fundional resume will market The Ohio Casualty Group
your skills best.
U.S. Army/RO.TC
Chronological Resume: Most
widely used; lists education and. J3lackburn~Sanford, Inc.
. job .. experience in reverse Square "D" Company
chronological order highlighting
Monsanto. Resl:!arch Corp.
activities, achievements and
The McAlpin Co.
leadership ability.
Functional Resume: Stresses
U.S. Navy·
skills and specific abilities rather
State
Farm Insurance Co.
than experiences and academic
excellence. Creativity often
Western Southern Life
allows stuqents to use a com· The Fifth Third Bank
bination of both types of
U.S. Air Force
resumes.
B. Choose a career or job objective.
Deluxe Check Printers
Define the job you desire by applying your value interests, skills Procter & Gamble Co.
and experience to the job market
Xerox Corporation
you wish fo pursue.
Dietrich
lndustries Inc.
C. Do's and Don'ts:
The Central Trust Co.
Avoid: - personal data such
as sex, race,Jind
The David J. Joseph Co.
marital status
- slang, abbreviations · The First National Bank of
- two page resumes,
Cincinnati
unless you have
.
American Hospital Supply Co.
substantial work
Society National Bank
experience
- pictures
The H & S Pogue Co.
- addresses and
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
phone numbers of
references.
Shillito/Hikes ,
Include: - short, clear, precise
Champion Inter~ational
sentences
Cincinnati Bell
- experiences that
relate to your major
Eli Lilly Co .
a"'d illustrate'inltlatlve,
John
Hancock Companies
responsibility and
leadership.
AT&T
- dates of
K-Mart Apparel Co.
achievements and
Airtran·
availability for work
- list GPA, if it is
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Impressive.
0

·continued on page C-4
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Royal Business Machines
Burgoyne Inc.

Interviewing

How• recruiters see it
The follo~ing is an interview with
two professional recruiters, Mrc Tim
Margeson, Personnel Manager for .
Fifth Third Bank, and Mr. John
Dupuy, Supervjsor, Finance and
Accounting, The Procter & Gamble
Company. These gentlemen offer
interesting insight into successful interview practice~. . Although Mr. i
Margeson and Mr. Dupuy interview.
for corporate positions, their advice
and suggestions are valuable to individuals intervikwing in variety of
different career. fields.
Q. What are the _major attributes you look for Jn the people you interview? ·
A. Mr. Margeson: First,. !_consider·
the student's degree background
and whether or not he or she has
taken at least basic business courses.
Second, I determine the student's
involvement in high school and col~
lege activities;' such as . active
niembers of fraternities, sororities, to
access their ability to work as part of
a team. I also look at the· student's
ability to react in a question and
answer period; . particularly, how
long it takes them to get to the point
in their responses.
A. Mr. Dupuy: I look at how outgoing the person is and his/her verbal
skills. There are other attributes but
these are the two (most important).
Q. How important are grades in
your selection process?
A. Mr. Margeson: Grades are important in the selecticm,process, and
should be on the resume even if they
are not outstanding·. Participation in
extra curricular activities could compensate for ~oderate grades.
A. Mr. Dupuy: Grades are important. They tell me the quality of a
student's work and help me compare the student with the rest of the
·class. If the grades are combined
with work ·experien·ce, they can be
less than excellent.
Q. .What types of questions
should students ask if· they are
seriously interested in th.e

a
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have a chance to ask in the. first inposition?
terview. I would suggest taking a
~. Mr. Margeson: Sirriply asking
questions is important. ·
notebook and asking people (at the
A. Mr. Dupuy: (Stich questions as) . organization) specifics about their
,what type of expedations do you · jobs. Also, students should really
have of me? What is in store in terms know the organization well. .
·
of ach_i_evement, growth, and A. Mr. Dupuy: A good night's sleep
progression. ·
is most important and perhaps doing
Q. What kind of things turn you a little more research on the company. But; in a second interview,
off about an interviewee?
A. Mr. Margeson: A person. who .. people wilf be looking at how well
expects the interviewer to sell you know yourself.
him/her on the position. ·Also, peo- . Q. What can 'students expect
pie who are pretentious about their from a second interview or com·
backgrounds . . .
pany visit? ·
A. Mr. Dupuy: Students who have A. Mr. Margeson: A job seeker
difficulty talking about themselves, 'might be interviewing with five peo(tell me about yourself)., their ple: Two from personnel, two that
strengths and weaknes~·as.
· already have current positions in the
Q; What type of corporate infor· area they are applying for and a
· mation is most· important for coordinator of training. We are not
'students to know?
lookirig for anything. specifie (but)
A. Mr. Margeson: Researching the 'person will be highly analyzed. .
various' areas of banking and making We would like to know why they are
sure the information relates to the interested in the company.
positjon that you are applying for. A. Mr. Dupuy: The first interview is
Be sure to ask questions (in the in- a screening interview. The second
terview) that the interviewer is able interview is a more in-depth look at
the person's desire to do well, ability
to answer.
A. Mr. Dupuy: Students should to deal with people and problem
look at what types of work they will solving skills.
be doing ... and ask "Is (the Q. What recommendations
literature) consistent with the job WQUld you make to students as
responsibilities."
· ·
they enter a tight job market?
Q. How important are intern- A. Mr. Margeson: Be .realistic· in
ship or part-time work experi- your safary expectations, prepare
ences?
yourself, am:! show enthusiasm.
A. Mr. Margeson: It is important to A. Mr. Dupuy: Be as prepared as
have such experiences. It·would be possible for every interview. Spend
nice if they were related to business at least 'lfr minutes thinking about
· · but the key is the student's successful ·the ·company and developing quesperformance.
·
tions. Do not miss an opportunity to
·
A. Mr. Dupuy: If the student work- interview.
ed in a financial setting, the ex- · Q. Do you have any final comperience is. important; even if the ments or suggestions for
work was not related to the student's students that are interviewed?
· major but allowed the student to ex- A. Mr. Margeson: Go in with an
tend himself and grow in the job.
open mind. Do not go in tired. Make
Q. How should students pre- sure· that your appearance is neat
pare for a second or third inter- and be mentally "up" for the
interview.
.
view?.
A. Mr. Margeson: Students should A. Mr. Du.puy: It's tough ... so be
·
prepare questions that they did no~ prepared.

Mark Censky (left), Counselor, CP&P; discusses market trends with John Dupuy, recruiter of
Flnanclal and Accounting personnel with The Procter & Gamble Co.

FORUM SCHEDULE
Spring 1984
Libera I Arts Alumni Career Series (1 :30 pm)

Feb. 7 Careers in International Business
Feb. 21 Careers· for Natural Science Majors
Mar. 27 Careers in Mathematics & Business Statistics
Business Career Serles (5:30 pm)

Feb. 2 Careers in Sales/Marketing
Mar. 1 Careers in Data processing
(,'

A senior's perspective
BY KATHLEEN CLARK
DECEMBER GRADUATE

Although I followed the outline .
of the "4 Year Plan" established
by the Career Planning and
Placement Office, obtained work
experience, maintained my
grades and participated in extracurricular activities; I still had to
formulat~ and .conduct my job
search. Since I was graduating a
semester early, !_had to complete
my interviews and job search in
one semester. With a double major ii1 International Affairs and
Business, I had a variety of C(ireer
paths to pursue. Yet none of the
companies coming onto campus
were specifically recruiting International Affairs - · Business
majors.
.
Consequently, I had to rely not
only on companies coming on
c(impus to recruit for prospective
employment; but personal contacts, research and the services
offered by Career Planning and
Placement as well.
At the intital stages of the interview process, I established my

career goals then devoted time to
compiling my resume and researching companies. I tried to interview with diverse types of com-

panies, and'kept my job options
open.
Many companies I found were
not. only .. looking for academic
success, . activities and work experience, they also wanted communication skills; .both oral and
written; demonstrated leadership
abilities, and willingness to travel
and relocate, and a variety of
courses studied with an explanation as to why they. were takeri.
Interviewing was interesting, I
learned a lot, and had fun in the
process. I didn't let the interviewers intimidate me, or take
too much control of the interview. After each interview I not
only had learned more about the
company and prospective job;
but I had also sharpened my interview skills and acquired more
information about the interview
process.
Remember seniors - take advantage of the interview process,.
utilize the services that Career
Planning and Place'ment offers,
do. your own job research, and
make use of the personal contacts that you have. Once the of. fers star:t coming in don't take the
first offer that you get, make sure
that the position you accept is the
job that you want!

Liberal ·Arts
majors ·wanted!
in Psychology, and Careers for
·Students, particularly Juniors and
Seniors enrolled in the College of HumanitiesiLiberal ArtS Majors: A
Guide To Programs and Resources.
Arts and Sciel)ces are encouraged to
contact the Career Planning & These books provide current information and should prove to be inPlacement Office early. this
dispensible to the aggressive
'semester. Although on-campus in·job seeker.
tervie~ing opportunities may not of"
fer the' exact positions that you seek,
other resources and methods exist to
Liberal Arts Career Forums are
help you discover and obtain posi- another means used to enhance intions that relate to your major.
formation· gathering and job opporSome College of Arts and Science
tunity resources for liberal arts mamajors have discovered that one of
jors. Professionals employed in both
their best assets ih locating and obthe public an<:! private sector, with
taining immediate employment
liberal arts backgrounds, discuss
upon graduation is work experience
their careers and suggest ap·
related to their major as a result of
proaches for entering various career
an internship or part~time employfields. The forums are an excellent
ment while a student. These work
opportunity to make valuable con·
experiences provide invaluable prac~
tacts and exchange ideas· and infortical training and often develop into
mation with people who have the
full-time employment upon completype of jobs that you may wish to
tion of the degree requirements. To
pursue. In addition, CP&P's Alumni
assist in your search, CP&P has a
Counseling and Advisor Service
Coordinator of Part-Time Employ(AC.AS) provides the same type of
ment who advises students interopportunity on an individual basis.
ested In locating such positions.
Resources, including examination
However, positions may also be disapplications, are also available if you
covered and obtained by applying
are considering graduate school.
for positions which are posted in the
One of the best resources is the Ohio
part-time job bulletin board and usCareer Information Service Coming current publications provided in
puter (OCIS). This computer
the Career Resource Library.
package can provide information on
thousands of graduate programs inThe Career Reso1,1rce Library also
offers extremely helpful material for
cluding addresses and telephone
the liberal arts.job hunter since it pronumbers for graduate schools
throughout the country. Information
vides occupational Information,
career magazines, Cincinnati
may be readily· obtained from
business information and current counselors, · or you may receive
listings of job openings. Some of the
computer ope~atlon instruction at
CP&P which will allow you to utilize
publications you might want to consider include: The Managers: Career the terminal on your own.
If you are in the College of Arts
Alternatives For the College
Graduate, "The Hunter" (a job anand Sciences and have not connouncement newsletter),
tacted CP&P concerning your
Everybody's . Business: The fr.
career development or job search
reverant Guide To Business and lnprocess, do so as soon as possible.
·dustry, The 90 most Promising
Programs are underway and participation is open to .all students.
Careers of The BO's, Opportunities

For freshmen only
Life goal planning is a systematic
approach to career planning which
allows you, the student, to examine
available professional .opportunities
and make an informed career path
decision. It allows you to identify,
clarify and chart both present and
future goals. Further, it allows you to
think constructively and realistically
in terms of selecting means to successfully accomlish your goals. Four
steps are involved: 1) selfassessment, 2) assessment of the
employment environment, 3) goal
setting, and 4) decision-making.
1) Self-Assessment· promotes the
realization of your present life
status, likes, dislikes, values,
skills, talents, experiences and
competencies.
2)Assessment of the Employment
Environment - information
gathering of employment opportunities, their economic
benifits, location and profes. slonal requirements.
3)Goa/ Setting • applying information obtained to set short
and long term goals,
academically socially and
professionally.
4)Decislon-Making • a written
framework for integrating the
personal, occupational, and
goal setting Information into a
career and academic major obtainment strategy.
Accomplishing the above four steps
takes time. In fact, if done correctly,
you will be extremely busy during
your four years at Xavier. Even
"free-time" will be a productive use
of time when made a part of the
4-year plan. The Freshman year is
the time to start your life goal planning. The resources and means
available at Xavier to assist you are
more collectively than you will ever
enjoy at any other stage in life. The
resources and mea.ns include, but
are not limited to the following four
year plan:
Freshman Year
Xavier student handbook:
• Review the listing of organizations
and plan to attend meetings of
those organiz.ations that interest
you. Also select an organization or
activity that you are unfamiliar
with and investigate its activities, a
new interest may be created.
• Discuss career opportunities and
possible majors with your advisor;
counselors at· CP&P; family and
friends; professors and· students,
and alumni located through
CP&P's Alumni Advising and
Counseling Service (ACAS).
• Attend a series of CP&P selfassessment workshops and take
t

the Strong Campbell Vocational/Occupational Interest Test,
also available :at Psychological Ser. vices
• Read literature on careers and
employment trends in the main
library of CP&P's Career Resource
Library.
• Start your summer job search by
registering with the part-time job
locator at CP&P.
Sophomore Year
•Take a leadership role in the
organization(s)
you've joined.
·• Declare your major based on information gathered· about yourself
and employment trends.
• Assume the responsibility of a
part-time job.
• Strategically select electives which
will give you an area of concentration in addition to your chosen
major. This allows employment
flexibility.
Junior Year
• Concentrate on specific job titles
and employment possibilities as a
graduate.
·
··
• Attend resume development and
job search strategy workshops.
• Prepare a resume which reflects all
of your achievements.
• Videotape your practice interviews
at CP&P.
• Research specific companies that
you wish to interview with as a
senior, focusing on entry level
positions, training programs, and
salaries.
.
• Review your transcript with your
advisor to. insure that you are
ready to graduate within the next
academic year.
Senior year
• Acedemic "wrap-up" and full-time ·
. job search begins ..
• Determine which professors,.
employers and advisors are your
best references. Request their support and supply them with a copy
of your resume.
• Attend a CP&P mandatory
meeting to secure the opportunity
of competing for on-campus interviews with employers.
.•Professionalize your resume,
prepare your cover letters, and
start your resume circulationmailing process.
As you see, a lot must be· accomplished during four years of college in order to effectively develop
and launch a life goal plan. Perhaps
the most important aspect of this life
goal planning process is to become
an organized user of time. Realizing
the essence of time management,
the best approach is to actually write
your plan. A written plan -is easier to
follow and internalize. To help you,

CP&P has prepared a model Four
Year Goal Plan. The model may be
obtained upon request. However,
you should design and follow your
own personal plan to reflect your
uniqueness, the "edge" that will
make you m?st attractive to
employers.
The first question is, where do I
start? During orientation, as well as
throughout the fall semester, you
were inundated with Information
concernng Xavier academics, ser·
vices and extra curricular activities.
Obviously, it was impossible to concentrate on anything else. So,
assuming that you've managed to
obtain commendable study habits
and skills, now is the time during the
second semest~r to refer to the information that was put aside, to con·
centrate on being a part of Xavier, to
become a contributor to your en~
vlronment, to become involved and
· go through rather 'than to the
university.
·. Involvement is important! Consequently, a high GPA along does not
guarantee a good job. Employers
are interested in more than a high
grade point average. They look for
1) leadership skills developed
through campus activity involvement, 2) work experience obtained
through part-time jobs, and intern. ships, 3) evidence of responsibility,
4) maturity shown from your appearance, conversation and rapport,
5) decisive direction obtained from
exploration and investigation of your
career·choice, and 6) achievements
obtained from patience; ini.tiative }.
and competition. All of these. at-·.
tributes in addition to an impressive
academic record illustrate the student's ability to organize priorities
and manage them.
In essence, employers want the
well rounded educated student who
will perform at an excellent standard
·as part pf a "team."
Once you are a Senior, the stage
is set. So prepare now to capture all
that is available to you~ Recognize
that higher education is. only partly
obtained in the classroom. Ironically, a vast amount of your knowledge
will be obtained from University services, participation in campus and
community concerns and ~hrough
student Interaction; all of which contribute tremendously to the development of interpersonal skills as well as
academic growth.
Avoid needless frustration! Your
life will not "fall" together. It is your
responsibility to "put" your life
together. Good planning insures
good career choices and good jobs.
Get started!!

Resutnes -fr~mpag~c-2
D. Select potential employers and
strategically circulate the
resume.
Avoid:
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arbitrary approaches
to the job market
- sending resumes to
personnel departments.instead of individuals within the
establishments.
· responding to nondescriptive job advertisements containing
post-box addresses
: competing for jobs
outside your qualifica·
tion range.
Always: - adhere to application deadlines

· show knowledge of
the company In your
cover letter
- have your resume
and cover letter
proofread
- seek job information
from family and
friends
- request a personal
interview · the pur~
pose for sending the
resume.
Realizing that most individuals
have difficulty with the initial
resume, CP&P provides a resume
development workshop, career
counseling, and sample resumes
that serve as a guideline for the initial
draft. Counselors also critique

resume drafts to assist the student In
developing the first resume. In addition, a-typing service is available at·a
minimum fee.
Normally, students who utilize the
resume development services are
well prepared for the competitive job
interview process. Since the basic
''marketing tool" is not the result of a
. "rush job," they have time tci
·res~arch and review employer
literature prior to the interview. As a
result, the student is adequately
prepared, relaxed, well informed
about the company, and thus makes
an overall attractive and impressive
presentation to the employer. The
bottom line.' .. Good Resumes Help
Open Doors To Good Jobs.

Summer:.

..

.

'making. the .most of it.

Summ~r can be a rewarding and
Chamber of Commerce which comextremely important period during
piles specific information on
your college· career. Needless to say,'
businesses within the area. The
Chamber maintains data on the
it is an opportunity to earn some additional income. Yet making money
nature of the busines~. the number
is not the only consideration. In fact,
of employees and 'owners or coryour future employment following
porate officers. Many tim'es they can
graduation may be ultimately deteridentify major seasonal employers
mined by your choice of seasonal ·that are excellent leads.
employment.
.
Jelephone Dii-ectories. Every
From a career planning viewbusiness has a telephone and thus is
point, making. the.most of summer
listed in a telephone directory. In addition, the yellow pages list,
means that you maximize the opp~r
tunlty by making yourself more combusinesses by types of services,
petitive as a future job applicant.
enabling an individual to contact
Following this approach, you should
seasonal co.mpanies that employ
consider these points:
students with specific skills. ·
· 1. Summer employment is an exLocal Schools and Govern·
cellent time to explore and
ments. Many Governmental units
have seasonal student employment
define career objectives. The
programs. Recreation and park
growing trend to supplement
the labor force with part-time
departments are also major
and seasonal personnel,
employers. Many schools have summer opportunities in maintenance,
coupled with continuing im·
clericai'and other·capacities. Do not
provement in the economy,
overlook public employment offices
has markedly increased the
number of- opportunities. An
such as the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services.
energetic student can find
summer employment that is
Church and Civic Organiza·
related to their career field.
tions. Day care programs and sum2. Summer employment can
mer camps are often sponsored by
often lead to permanent part ·local organizations. Quite often you
time and even full time posican develop your own position by
·
tions. Also, successful employ~ · offering your services.
ment is an - accomplishment
·Major Seasonal Employers .
that can be used as a meanConstruction firms,. amusement
ingful reference.
parks and other seasonal operations
3. Part' time and seasonal
are ·all .·good sources of summer
employment can be a major
employment. A point to keep in
'factor in increasing your com·
mind is that the larger the seasonal
workforce, the earlier the interview
:Petitiveness as an applicant for
full time positions. Since grade
process.
point average and course work
are often very .similar,
CP&P. In The CP&P Office, we
employers look closely at
have collected emplqyment data
extra-curricular activities an'd
from many seasonal employers
work experiences. Jn fact, relethroughout 'the country. Also,· as
vant employment can greatly
local job listings develop for sumincrease the job placement
mer, they will be posted on the job
chances of. a student with
listing board. Should you need
weaker grade average.
assistance in developing a cover let4. The same skills are required to
ter or resume, attend one of the
effectively .pursue any type of resume development workshops
position. Summer jobs are an
planned for the spring sem.ester. In
excellent way to test resumes
addition, counselors are available by
and cover letters. Interviewing
appointment for individual
skills can be Improved and inassistance.
novative job search techniques
Classmates. Keep in touch with
can oe implemented. Summer
your classmates. Companies often
positions also test the student's
have multiple openings and your
ability to network .and follow
friends can be instrumental in your
up on job leads. These skills
job search.
are all critical in determining
Create Your Own Business.
future successes.
Lawn and house maintenance, child
When pursuing summer employcare, and other similar types of servment' opportunities,, the major proices can be developed into lucrative
blem facing most students is how to
business opportunites. These types
locate the sauces of jobs. It has been
of innovative approaches look
estimated that only 20 % of the
strong on resumes and indicate in·
available jobs are publically advertisitiative and resourcefulness.
ed .. The problem is thus one of
Some Final Tips:
discovering these "unknown"
1. Resist the temptation to use
salary as the only criteria for
positions. .
.
Be creative when you begin your
selecting summer employsearch fpr employment. The followment. A career related work
ing sources may lead to the opporexperience could result In
tunity that's right for you:
substantial dollars In the long
Faniily and Friends. A study
run.
completed by the University of
2. Prepare a resume and type all
North Carolina indicated that 70%
job applications. Indicate that
of those graduates who· found jobs,
you are serious about the
located them through family and
employment opportunity.
friends. Inform everyone you know
3. Be creative in your job search.
that you are looking· for employ4. Tell everyone you know that
ment. Solicit their support in exploryou are searching.
ing leads or setting up interviews.
5. Attend the CP&P Resume and
Professors. Many professors
Interview Workshops planned
·have strong ties with the business
for this semester . .
community. Even· your instructors
6. Be flexible and don't give up.
from high school can nelp in your
This summer presents an
research.
This summer presents an opporChar.tber of Commerce.
tunity that may be too good to pass
Almost every community has a
up. Make the most it!

a

